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Th is  Summer In Maine
Maine’s cultural attractions are many and varied. They 
top the most extensive program of Summer Events ever 
planned in the Pine Tree State.
By E meline K. Paige
F rom Early A merican costumes to non-objective art, Maine’s cultural 
attractions in this mid-century Sum­
mer have been planned to please every 
wish of our visitors. Museums and 
galleries, private studios and busy 
schools, will offer a variety of art and 
music seldom found in a single state.
Starting up the coast in July, the 
Brick Store Museum at Kennebunk 
will be showing its fine collection of 
18th century gowns, worn by Maine 
women and given by or acquired from, 
their descendants. Among these is the 
dress worn by Mrs. Hugh McCulloch 
when she was presented to Queen Vic­
toria. This York County matron lived 
in a big house now occupied by her 
grandson, Lewis Keith Marshall, and 
his wife.
Mrs. McCulloch, of Kennebunk, wife 
of “ the most spirited and courageous 
man of his time,” accompanied her 
husband to England, where his bank­
ing interests kept them for several 
years, although they spent much time 
in the milder climate of Italy. Later 
Mr. McCulloch served as Secretary of 
the Treasury to three Presidents of 
the United States, including Abraham 
Lincoln.
Along the way, Mrs. McCulloch 
made her bow to Queen Victoria. For 
this event she wore a gown of royal 
purple velvet, trimmed with rose point 
lace. The train, shortened somewhat 
for later, less formal, wear, is lined 
with a double ruffle of black net, pleat­
ed, and edged with lace. The designer 
included a generous pocket, set into 
a seam and invisible in the folds of 
the skirt.
Mrs. Lewis Keith Marshall (the 
former Miss Phoebe Hyatt), wife of 
Mrs. McCulloch’s grandson, posed for
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with it the family rosepoint handker­
chief she carried on her own wedding 
day. Her solitaire, in a modern set­
ting, is one of the pair of diamond 
earrings worn by Mrs. McCulloch. 
The Windsor chair, of unusual design, 
also presented to the Museum by Mr. 
Marshall, bears the maker’s name: 
Seaver & Frost. It came from the 
Marshall house at Kennebunk Land­
ing, shown in the painting in the 
background. This painting was ac-
Mrs. Lewis Keith Marshall of Ken­
nebunk Landing poses in historic fam­
ily gown which will be in collection on 
display this Summer at the Brick 
Store Museum, Kennebunk.
corded first place in the 1948 contest 
for paintings of old houses in York 
County. The artist is Sherwood Blod­
gett.
In Portland, changing shows and 
its own notable collection, make the 
L. D. M. Sweat Art Museum a re­
warding stop for painters and public 
alike. Alexander Bower, now the Mu­
seum’s director and head man at the 
adjoining School of Fine and Applied 
Art of the Portland Society of Art, is 
a full academician of the National 
Academy of Design, sharing this dis­
tinction with only one other Maine 
artist, Andrew Winter, of Monhegan.
Summer, however, brings fellow- 
academician Andrew Wyeth, as well 
as Academy Associates John Marin 
and Fred Detwiller. Associate Eliot 
O’Hara has not returned to the Goose 
Rocks studio so widely-famed among 
young artists since 1947; but his name 
still follows almost any mention of 
that bit of Maine’s coast.
It’s thirty years since Alexander 
Bower first came to Maine, not to 
paint, but to build a factory! The 
young architect made up his mind 
then that painting in Maine would be
his objective. His years here have 
enriched the artistic life of the State, 
while they have given him both pleas­
ure, and increasing stature as an ar­
tist.
The practical Maine approach to 
the relative importance of the painting 
and the original from which it is 
painted, was illustrated amusingly 
some months ago, and concerns the 
reproduction of a recent painting by 
the Sweat Museum’s director. A 
Maine daughter who saw the photo­
graph in a New York newspaper ex­
claimed to her mother, sitting across 
the room, “ I see Alexander Bower has 
painted the Buggy Meeting House.”
“ I’m glad to hear it,” the Maine 
matron approved. “ It’s years since 
that church was painted. I’m sure it 
needed doing.”
Philip Beam , director of Bowdoin’s 
Walker Art Museum, sums up the re­
sponse of students to abstract art in 
this neat package:
“ When you’re young enough co be 
open-minded, you enjoy things for 
what they are, and don’t bother much 
about what they mean . . .  or what the 
artist was thinking when he painted
“ Breeches Buoy,” by Andrew Winter, will be one of the paintings 
on display this Summer at the Farnsworth Museum, Rockland.
Prof. Vincent Hartgen of the University of Maine displaying a 
water color recently presented to the Art Department by Waldo Peirce, 
famous Maine artist, of Searsport.
the picture—or the composer when he 
wrote the music.”
Although they’re somewhat reluc­
tant to let it be known, college stu­
dents in 1950 are in favor of Art. At 
Bowdoin, Mr. Beam has more than a 
hundred students in art courses, which 
are elective. The recent furore in 
Brunswick, blown up by the Walker 
Museum display of abstract and non­
objective art, found few on the fence 
about this form of painting. “ They 
either like it or they don’t,” Director 
Beam found, “ and either way, they 
were frank to say so.” A rarely seen 
collection of drawings by sculptor 
Archipenko will be in this museum 
during July.
For two full months this year, July 
and August, the Farnsworth Museum 
at Rockland offers an opportunity to 
study and enjoy a survey of painting 
on the Island of Monhegan. James M. 
Brown, III, forward-looking director 
of Maine’s newest museum of art, has 
assembled this show to illustrate the
range of “ possible artistic approaches 
to the subject matter from realism to 
abstraction.” The subject matter, as 
needs no mention, is largely the sea 
and rocks, two items found in unend­
ing variation at Monhegan, itself a 
rock in the sea.
Following its excellent policy of 
presenting the best of the creative 
work done in Maine during the Sum­
mer months, the Farnsworth’s Monhe­
gan show is only the first step in a 
complete survey of Maine’s painting. 
Also on view this Summer will be 
much of the museum’s permanent col­
lection, and outstanding examples of 
local photography.
In Maine’s impressive list of “ per­
manent Summer” artist residents are 
Milton Avery, Gardner Cox, Willard 
Cummings, Joseph De Martini, La­
marr Dodd, William Fisher, Thomas 
Fransioli, Jr., Herbert J. Gute, Chan- 
ning W. Hare, Dahlov Ipcar, Bernard 
Karfiol, William Kienbusch, Margaret 
Kilburn, Morris Shulman, Dwight
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Shepler, Reuben Tam, and the Zo- 
rachs, Marguerite and William.
Permanent artist residents include 
William Thon, Alphonse Joseph Shel­
ton, F. Wenderoth Saunders, Waldo 
Peirce, Joseph B. Kahili, Roger Deer- 
ing, Maurice Day, Mildred G. Bur- 
rage, Carroll T. Berry, Josef Arentz 
and Florence Adolph.
Professor Robert Fulton Logan 
comes from New London’s Connecticut 
College for Women to Tenants Harbor 
at the end of the academic year. Pro­
fessor Vincent Andrew Hartgen sim­
ply transfers his activities off the 
campus when his classes finish at the 
University of Maine. This Summer he 
plans to teach at Bar Harbor, Schoo- 
dic, and Petit Manan, his outdoor 
classes being part of the Summer ses­
sion program.
In addition to current exhibitions, 
not complete as The Pine Cone goes to 
press, the art department at Colby 
College, in Waterville, will have on 
view selections from its permanent 
collection, as well as the Harold Trow­
bridge Pulsifer collection of Winslow 
Homer paintings and drawings. The 
drawings (Army Teamsters, and Girl 
With a Straw in Her Mouth), the oil 
paintings (Army Teamsters, The 
Trapper, and The Flirt), and the wa­
ter colors (Boys Wading, The Berry 
Pickers, The Sick Chicken, On The 
Farm, Warm Afternoon, The Green 
Hill, and On The Stile), represent 
some of Homer’s finest work.
A new development this year will 
be Rowantrees Pavilion at Blue Hill, 
which will combine an informal, self- 
service buffet with rotating exhibi­
tions selected and arranged by an Art 
Advisory Board. The new building 
will be the third of the Blue Hill 
group, which includes Rowantrees 
Kiln and Rowantrees Weaving Shop. 
Rowantrees Pavilion will embody new 
ideas for the presentation of painting, 
sculpture, ceramics and hand-woven 
fabrics. The buffet will feature Row­
antrees’ famous coffee with whipped 
cream, seasonal entrees, green salads 
and pastries. It will be patterned af­
ter that of the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York. The Pavilion, designed 
by Eaton Tarbell Associates of Ban­
gor, will consist largely of glass, with
its main gallery and sun-deck over­
looking Blue Hill Bay and Mt. Desert 
Island 30 miles away. It is expected 
to be completed by mid-July, but, in 
the meantime, the buffet will open 
June 20 in the Weaving Shop next 
door.
The Rowantrees Pavilion idea is an 
outgrowth of last year’s “ Picasso and 
Pie’’ (blueberry) loan exhibition from 
the collection of Mrs. Lynne Thomp­
son of Blue Hill, who will be direct­
ress of the new project.
Notable music is here for general 
enjoyment, and many outstanding 
teachers work with their pupils the 
more intently for being able to com­
bine study with vacation. Bidu Sayao, 
Pierre Monteux, Marie Sundelius, the 
Kneisel Quartet, Carlos Salzedo—these 
are a few among the internationally 
recognized names found in Maine in 
Summer.
Free concerts four afternoons a 
week in Portland’s City Hall present 
many of America’s organists on one of 
America’s greatest organs. The Kotz- 
schmar Memorial organ, gift to the 
city of the late Cyrus H. K. Curtis 
(born in Portland just one hundred 
years ago: June 18, 1850), honors the 
Maine musician for whom the famous 
Maine publisher was named, Hermann 
Kotzschmar.
Alfred Brinkler, Portland’s official 
organist, calls his list of guest organ­
ists “ a team of Maine enthusiasts.” 
Among them will be Claude Murphree, 
head of Florida University’s organ de­
partment; Irving D. Bartley, similarly 
busy at the University of New Hamp­
shire; Mrs. Harriet S. Richardson, of 
Vermont; Claude Means, of Green­
wich, Connecticut; Thomas J. Craw­
ford, of Toronto; Clarence Snyder, of 
Montclair, New Jersey; Homer Wick­
line, of Pittsburgh; Douglas F. Raf­
ter, of New Hampshire; Lindsay Laf- 
ford, who comes to Maine from Hobart 
University in Geneva, New York; 
Homer Humphrey, Earl Chamberlain, 
and George Faxon, of Boston; Mabel 
Zehner, of Ohio; and Philip Maltas, of 
Michigan. Maine organists to be 
heard will include Bernard Piche of 
Lewiston, Mr. Brinkler, and his Port­
land colleagues, John Fay and Mal­
colm Cass.
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Richard McClanahan will be teach­
ing at Southwest Harbor, as will 
Pierre Monteux, further up the coast 
at Hancock Point. Maine has been the 
choice of such musical “greats” as 
Josef Hofmann and Zimbalist, and of 
the late Ernest Schelling, who had a 
home at Bar Harbor for many years. 
The internationally-acclaimed Curtis 
String Quartet summered (and 
worked!) for many seasons at Cam­
den, attracting countless other well- 
known musicians to Maine for shorter 
visits.
Southport will have a New England 
Folk Dance festival on July 2, and two 
days later, July 4, the New England 
Music Camp opens for the fourteenth 
season, with eight weeks of training 
for students. Open-to-the-public Sun­
day afternoon concerts are presented 
by students and by the twenty-five 
faculty members who join the camp 
directors, Dr. and Mrs. Paul E. Wig- 
gin, coming from leading conserva­
tories and music schools throughout 
the country.
The Normal School at Machias of­
fers a ballet program on July 13, and 
Calais, nearby, plans a Bach observ­
ance on July 26. Adding flower cul­
ture and architecture to the arts, 
Camden and Rockport houses and gar­
dens will be open on July 18, and Cas- 
tine, rich in historic interest as well 
as architectural beauty, will observe 
its first Open House Day on July 22.
Camden’s Shakespearean festival in 
August, Eastport’s chamber music, the 
State of Maine Writers’ conference at 
Ocean Park, the Kingfield hobby and 
craft show, the Maine Coast Crafts­
men’s exhibit and fair at Rockport, 
and Castine’s historical pageant, 
promise variety unlimited, adapted to 
vacation preferences. For the past 
three years, the Dorcas Fair at Bux­
ton Lower Corner has reminded guests 
and home folks alike that this inspired 
Kate Douglas Wiggin to give us The 
Old Peabody Pew.
Maine’s Summer theatres serve the 
double purpose of giving Maine resi­
dents Broadway stars here at home, 
and of giving the stars an opportu­
nity to mix work with rest and relaxa­
tion.
The Nordica festival, at Farming- 
ton, attracts a wider audience each
Oil painting of Lillian Nordica, 
Maine's most famous operatic star, at 
the Nordica Memorial Homestead in 
Farmington, which is being visited by 
thousands of persons each year.
season, and those who wish to have a 
visible reminder of the occasion will 
be happy with the tiny matchboxes 
covered with inch-long scraps cut from 
the beautiful fabrics of Lillian Nor- 
dica’s fabulous costumes. These little 
boxes are among the pleasant sur­
prises at a Portland gallery known as 
Designers and Decorators, presided 
over by Marguerite and Carleton 
Earle.
Light opera of exceptional excel­
lence may be heard at Kennebunk’s 
Town Hall, where the Arundel Opera 
Theatre will repeat its successful 
presentations in English. Wesley 
Boynton directs this group, with 
Morse Haithwaite as musical arranger 
and conductor, and Matteo Vittucci as 
choreographer.
Tenor James Melton delighted oth­
er visitors at Prout’s Neck last Sum­
mer, not with his singing but with one
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Bushnell’s “ Pay the Piper” is a 1950 
must.
To the student, the historian, the 
amateur photographer, to the family 
that enjoys leaving the highways to 
explore the byways, Maine in Sum­
mer offers much within easy reach, 
plus that comfortable assurance of 
welcome that’s more than an advertis­
ing catch-phrase: They feel they Be­
long—in Maine!
* * *
Notes by the Editor:
Not only that, Emeline, but 
EVERYBODY in Maine is taking up 
the “ hospitality” theme this year as 
part of our Boost Maine Campaign. 
Our Governor, Frederick G. Payne, is 
setting the pace as Honorary Chair­
man of the Boost Maine Campaign 
and his name will appear on signs at 
five principal highway entrances to 
the Pine Tree State, telling our vis­
itors: “ We want you to feel you BE­
LONG—in Maine.”
June, as Maine Hospitality Month, 
sets the stage for Maine Hospitality 
to be carried on through EVERY 
month of the year. The remaining 
monthly topics of the Boost Maine 
Campaign for the year are: July,
To let Maine visitors know they are 
welcome, Gov. Frederick G. Payne 
signs a model of one of five highway 
signs to be located at principal en­
trances to Maine as a public service 
by John Donnelly & Sons, outdoor ad­
vertising firm, whose Maine manager, 
Joseph A. Kilbride, here makes the 
presentation inaugurating the Maine 
Hospitality theme of the Boost Maine 
Campaign.
of his ancient but still moving auto­
mobiles. Bing Crosby’s approval of 
the fishing near Unity, and Fred Al­
len’s preference for the Maine coast 
(and Old Orchard Beach in particu­
lar), are known to the entire nation.
Maine’s “ permanent” writers in­
clude Ben Ames Williams, Kenneth 
Roberts. Franklin and John and Ralph 
Gould, Robert P. Tristram Coffin, 
Mary Ellen Chase, and Gladys Hasty 
Carroll. A newer name, already of 
considerable magnitude, is that of 
Dorothy Clarke Wilson. The pungent 
sonnets of Florence Burrill Jacobs, 
and the work of Bernice Richmond, 
Elizabeth Coatsworth, and Henry Bes- 
ton, are bringing new attention to 
Maine. Elizabeth Ogilvie, not content 
with living on an island and writing 
about island people, now tells “ why” 
in a new book titled “ My World Is 
An Island.” Thomaston’s Adelyn
Maine Seafoods Month; August, Maine 
Industry Month; September, Maine 
Skills and Trades Month; October, 
Maine Harvest Month; November, 
Maine Conservation Month; December, 
Maine Arts and Hobbies Month.
Sometime during the Summer, Cecil 
“ Mush” Moore will arrive in Maine 
by dogsled (on wheels) after a 5,000 
mile trip from Alaska to Lewiston, a 
record-breaking feat he is attempting 
for the Crippled Children’s Fund of 
the Lewiston Lions Club. He’ll be 
given a great welcome when he gets 
back to the Pine Tree State. Last re­
ports had him across the United States 
line in North Dakota.
With several hundred events al­
ready scheduled, there will be some­
thing to do and see every day of the 
next three months.
Here’s the latest list, as compiled 
by the Maine Publicity Bureau for 
use of its unique travel counsellor ser­
vice which will operate through nearly 
50 cooperating information bureaus 
and the Maine State Police this Sum­
mer:
GENERAL EVENTS
June 7-10: Maine Apprenticeship 
Conference, Poland Spring.
June 10-11: New England Air 
Jamboree, Bar Harbor.
June 10-17: Outdoor Writers’ As­
sociation of America, Moosehead.
June 18: Kennebec River Outboard 
Motorboat Marathon, Gardiner.
June 19: State Primaries.
June 30-July 2: New England Folk 
Dance Festival, Southport.
July 2: Portland Sunday Telegram 
Outboard Motorboat Regatta, East­
ern Promenade, Portland.
Indian Pageant, Old Town.
July 1-4: Old Home Week, East- 
port.
July 4: Local celebrations. Port­
land Stadium fireworks (tentative); 
Bath, Norridgewock, Belfast, Lubec, 
Windham, Houlton Carnival; 4-H Club 
Dairy Show, Morrell Park, Bar Har­
bor, Dover-Foxcroft.
July 7-8: Maine Broiler Day, Bel­
fast.
July 15: Firemen’s Muster, North 
Berwick.
July 18: Camden-Rockport Open 
House Day and Gardens Tour.
July 22: Castine Open House Day. 
July 24-25: Maine Potato Blossom 
Festival, Fort Fairfield.
July 25-27: Gen. Knox Anniver­
sary, Montpelier, Thomaston.
July 25-30: Maine Tuna Tourna­
ment, Boothbay Harbor.
July 31-Aug. 3: Kennebunk An­
tiques Fair, Town Hall, Kennebunk.
Aug. 3-4: State of Maine Writers’ 
Conference, Ocean Park.
Aug. 4-5: Mt. Desert Island Open 
House Days, Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor, 
Northeast Harbor (tentative).
Aug. 4-6: Maine Lobster and Sea­
foods Festival, Rockland.
Aug. 7-12: Kingfield Hobby and 
Craft Show.
Aug. 8: Belfast Open House and 
Garden Day.
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Aug. 7-13: Maine Coast Craftsmen 
exhibit and fair, Rockport.
Aug. 11-12: Dorcas Fair, Old Pea­
body Pew, Buxton Lower Corner.
Aug. 12: Doc Grant’s Rangeley 
Lakes Doll Carriage Parade and Chil­
dren’s Day, Rangeley Village.
Aug. 15: Machias V-J Day, Blue­
berry Queen.
Hallowell V-J Day, Beanhole Bean 
Festival.
Aug. 16-17: Flower Show, Lake- 
hurst Pavilion, Damariscotta.
Aug. 20-26: Damariscotta Region 
C. of C. Products Exhibit.
Aug. 23: Maine Three-Quarter 
Century Club, Brewer.
Sept. 2-4: Portland-Monhegan Is­
land Yacht race.
Sept. 4: Labor Day. Local celebra­
tions.
Sept. 14-15: Maine State Safety 
Conference, York Harbor.
Oct. 23-28: Maine Industrial and 
Educational Exposition, Portland.
MAINE OUTBOARD 
MOTOR RACING
June 18: Kennebec River Marathon 
( Gardiner-Bath-Augusta-Gardiner).
June 25: Lake Wesserunsett Re­
gatta, Lakewood.
July 2: Portland Sunday Telegram 
Regatta, Eastern Promenade.
July 4: Unity Pond, Unity.
July 9: Lake Cobbosseecontee, Is­
land Park, Augusta.
July 16: Green Lake, Hancock 
County.
July 23: Winthrop.
July 30: Kennebec River, Gardiner.
(August: Schedule to be an­
nounced.)
STATE FAIRS
(harness racing)
July 31-Aug. 5: Presque Isle.
Aug. 7-12: Bangor.
Aug. 14-19: Skowhegan. (Miss 
Maine Contest.)
Aug. 21-26: Union.
Aug. 29-Sept. 4: Windsor.
Sept. 4-9: Lewiston.
Sept. 11-16: Norway-South Paris.
Sept. 18-23: Farmington.
Sept. 25-30: Cumberland.
Oct. 2-7: Fryeburg.
Oct. 9-14: Topsham.
Oct. 16-21: New Gloucester.
OTHER FAIRS
(non pari-mutuel)
Sept. 2-4: Bluehill and Springfield. 
Sept. 12-14: Cherryfield.
Aug. 7-12: New Gloucester.
Aug. 26: Honesty Grange, Morrill. 
Aug. 26: Piscataquis Valley, Dov- 
er-Foxcroft.
Sept. 7-9: New Exeter Fair, Exe­
ter.
Sept. 14-16: York County, Acton. 
Sept. 16: Embden.
Sept. 23: Readfield Grange, Read- 
field.
Sept. 27-28: Cochnewagan, Mon­
mouth.
Sept. 29-30: Worlds Fair, North 
Waterford.
Oct. 3-4: Litchfield.
Oct. 5: Leeds Center.
Oct. 9-14: Cornish.
OTHER HARNESS 
RACE MEETS
June 12-24: Cumberland.
June 26-July 1: Lewiston.
July 3-22: Old Orchard Beach. 
July 24-Aug. 19: Gorham.
Aug. 21-Sept. 9: Lewiston. (Fail', 
4-9.)
Sept. 11-23: Gorham.
Oct. 2-14: Gorham.
Oct. 23-28: Lewiston.
RUNNING RACE MEET
July 1-Sept. 9: Scarboro Downs, 
between U. S. Route One and Maine 
Turnpike, Scarboro.
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GOLF
June 21-23: Maine Interscholastic 
and Junior Championships, Martin- 
dale, Auburn.
June 24: Wilson Lake Invitation 
“Two-Ball,” Wilton.
July 11-14: Maine Amateur Cham­
pionship, Augusta.
July 19-21: National Blind Tourna­
ment, Augusta.
Aug. 9: Tri-State (Me., N. H., Vt.) 
Matches, Bath.
Aug. 17-18: Maine Open Cham­
pionship, Riverside, Portland.
Aug. 26-27: Rangeley Sheraton 
Combination, Hotel Course, Rangeley.
Aug. 27: Maine “ Pro-Pro” best-ball 
Championship, Rangeley.
Sept. 2: Lakewood Trophy, Lake- 
wood.
Pro-Amateur Tournaments 
June 5: Brunswick.
June 12: Goodall, Sanford.
June 19: Waterville.
June 26: Lakewood.
July 10: Boothbay.
July 17: Wilson Lake, Wilton. 
July 24: Martindale, Auburn.
July 31: Kebo Valley, Bar Harbor. 
Aug. 7: Penobscot Valley, Orono. 
Aug. 14: Bath.
Aug. 21: Augusta.
Aug. 28: Purpoodock, Cape Eliza­
beth.
Sept. 4: Webhannet, Kennebunk 
Beach.
Sept. 11: Riverside, Portland.
Sept. 18: Norway.
Sept. 25: Bridgton Highlands.
Oct. 2: Portland Country Club.
Amateur Handicap Tournaments 
June 10: Old Orchard Beach.
June 17: Waterville.
June 24: Wilson Lake.
July 8-9 : Goodall, Sanford.
July 15: Norway.
July 21-22: Bath.
Aug. 5: Augusta.
Aug. 12: Rockland.
Aug. 19: Martindale.
Sept. 9: Penobscot Valley, Orono.
Sept. 15-16: Purpoodock, Cape 
Elizabeth.
Sept. 22-23: Riverside.
Maine Women’s Golf Association
18-hole Medal Play Tournaments
June 6: Brunswick.
June 13: Waterville.
June 20: Biddeford-Saco.
June 27: Goodall, Sanford.
July 11: Portland.
July 12: Purpoodock, Cape Eliza­
beth.
July 18: Bath.
July 25: Paris Hill.
Aug. 1-4: Wilson Lake, Wilton. 
(Annual State Championship.)
Aug. 8: Augusta.
Aug. 15: Penobscot Valley, Orono.
Aug. 16: Causeway, Southwest 
Harbor.
Aug. 22: Boothbay.
Aug. 29: Martindale, Auburn. 
(Final tournament, annual meeting, 
presentation of awards.)
MUSIC
July 13: Ballet, Normal School, 
Machias.
July 26: Bach Observance, Calais.
Aug. 16: Chamber Music Recital, 
Eastport.
August (last week): Luboshutz- 
Nemenoff, duo-pianists, other artists, 
Camden. Opera House, Camden.
July-August: Tuesdays to Fridays, 
free organ concerts by guest organists 
on Kotzschmar Memorial Organ, 
Portland City Hall.
July-August: Arundel Civic Light 
Opera Association, Town Hall, Kenne­
bunk.
July-August: S u n d a y  afternoon 
free concerts, New England Music 
Camp. Oakland.
(Other occasional Maine summer 
music school recitals, notably at Cam­
den, (Salzedo), Bar Harbor, Farming- 
ton Teachers College, Bluehill (Knei- 
sel).
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RELIGIOUS
June 18-Sept. 3: 70th Ocean Park 
Assembly.
July 30: “ Dud” Dean annual An­
glers’ Sunday service, Congregational 
Church, Bingham. (Rev. Arthur R. 
Macdougall.)
(Camp Meetings: Etna, Liver­
more.)
ART EXHIBITS
(Dates to be announced at Bar Har­
bor, Boothbay Harbor, Ellsworth, Ken-
nebunkport, Ogunquit, Goose Rocks 
Beach, Skowhegan, Bluehill, Harps- 
well.)
Art Museums: Farnsworth Memo­
rial, Rockland; Sweat Memorial, Port­
land; Walker Memorial, Bowdoin Col­
lege, Brunswick; also Bates, Lewiston; 
Colby, Waterville; and University of 
Maine, Orono.
July-August: Brick Store Museum, 
Kennebunk.
Rowantrees Pavilion, Blue Hill.
SUMMER THEATERS
(Location) (Name)
Bar Harbor Bar Haibor Playhouse
Belgrade Lakes Belgrade Lakes Casino
Boothbay Boothbay Playhouse
Camden Camden Hills Theater
Dixfield Dixfield Summer Theater
Harrison Deertrees
Kennebunkport Kennebunkport Playhouse
Lakewood Lakewood Theater
Ogunquit Ogunquit Playhouse
Peaks Island Greenwood Playhouse
Shapleigh Lakeshore Playhouse
Surry Surry Theater
Camden: Shakespearian Festival—Aug. 2-5: Macbeth, outdoors at Fort Knox, 
Prospect. Aug. 15-19: Bok Garden Theatre, Camden, play to be announced.
SALT WATER FISHING
Orr’s-Bailey Island Tournament, rod 
and reel, all season.
Children’s Derby (5-17), Portland 
Harbor, Junior Consolidated Sports­
men’s Club, last week in July.
State of Maine Tuna Tournament 
(see GENERAL).
Local boais and charters, all coastal 
points.
YACHTING
Aug. 18-20: Maine Racing Cham­
pionship, Camden.
Week-end races, at Portland, Booth- 
bay Harbor, Camden, Southport, Bar 
Harbor, and other coastal points.
Active Yacht Clubs
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bayside 
(Northport), Blue Hill, Boothbay Har­
bor, Camden, Dark Harbor, Kenne­
bunkport, Northeast Harbor, North 
Haven, Ogunquit, Portland (Falmouth 
Foreside), Rockland, Rockport, Seal 
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Twin Vil­
lage (Damariscotta-Newcastle), York 
Harbor, Abenaki (South Surry).
HORSE SHOWS
July 8: Val Halla, Farmingdale.
July 15: Kennebunkport Lions 
Club Show.
July 29: Maine Horse Show. Ru- 
Mac Stables, Augusta.
Aug. 19: Pastime Horse Show, 
Bath.
Sept. 4: Brunswick Horse Show.
Sept. 23: Farmington Horse Show.
Sept. 30: Portland Horse Show, 
Tomlinson’s Academy.
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DOG SHOWS
Sept. 23: Three-club Specialty 
Show (collie, boxer, Boston terrier), 
St. Dominic Arena, Lewiston.
Sept. 24: Lewiston and Auburn 
Kennel Club All-Breed AKC Show, 
Lewiston Armory.
Oct. 15: Vacationland All-Breed 
AKC Show, Stevens Avenue Armory, 
Portland.
OPEN SEASONS
Inland Fish
Ice out-Aug. 15: Salmon, trout, 
togue, white perch (brooks and 
streams).
togue, white perch, (rivers above tide­
water).
Ice out-Sept. 30: Salmon, trout, 
togue, white perch (lakes and ponds).
June 1-20: Black bass (fly fishing 
only).
(lakes and ponds).
Atlantic Salmon
April 1-July 15: Bangor Salmon 
Pool.
May 1-Sept. 30: Other rivers.
GAME
Deer
Oct. 21-Nov. 30: Aroostook. Pen­
obscot, Somerset, Piscataquis, Frank­
lin and Oxford (north of Route 302).
Nov. 1-30: Androscoggin, Cumber­
land, Hancock, Kennebec, Knox, Lin­
coln, Oxford (south of Route 302), 
Sagadahoc, Waldo, York and Wash­
ington.
Rabbits
Oct. 1-March 15: Waldo.
Oct. 1-March 31: Franklin, Somer­
set, Oxford.
Oct. 1-Feb. 28: All other counties.
Mink: November only.
Gray Squirrels: October only.
Muskrats: Trapping, November 
only.
Fox: No closed season in organized 
territory.
Raccoons: Trapping, Nov. 1-Feb. 
15. Hunting with dogs, Oct. 16-Dec. 
15.
Bear and Bobcats: No closed sea­
son.
All other fur-bearing animals (ex­
cept beaver, bobcat, and lynx), Nov. 1- 
Feb. 15.
GAME BIRDS
Woodcock: Oct. 1-Oct. 30.
Pheasants: Oct. 1-Nov. 15.
Partridge: Oct. 1-Nov. 15.
(Federal regulations apply to mi­
gratory birds, such as ducks, wood- 
ducks, geese, scoters, eider ducks, and 
woodcock.)
* * *
(Information contained in these list­
ings was gathered from usually re­
liable sources, but the Maine Publicity 
Bureau cannot assume responsibility 
for the complete accuracy of this com­
pilation.)
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Dolphins Come To Maine
You won’t want to miss the beautiful exhibitions of 
Synchronized Swimming by this new Bangor troupe. They’ll 
appear at a number of Maine resorts this Summer.
By Delmont A ndrews
Dolphins have been known for years to patrol Maine’s coastal 
waters but never in such profusion as 
this year, and never before have they 
attracted as much attention. From all 
reports, they are more beautiful, more 
graceful than ever and cavort about 
in the water in a fashion hitherto un­
heard of. Of course, a bit of research 
would reveal the reason for all this. 
These are human Dolphins!
Down Bangor way, a group of very 
comely young ladies and one very for­
tunate young man are banded together 
in The Dolphin Swimming Club. 
These Dolphins are not the usual com­
petitive swimmers who churn up the 
water in a backstroke, crawl or breast­
stroke trying to beat their rivals to 
the finish line. Instead their actions 
involve the execution of a complex as­
sortment of strokes and stunts skill­
fully performed to music. This is 
Synchronized Swimming, the modern 
version of water ballet.
Talking about water ballet recalls 
to mind Billy Rose and his Aquacade 
at the 1939 World’s Fair in New York.
And that’s just where Synchronized 
Swimming received its initial impetus. 
Eleanor Holm’s lovely performances 
there created such wide interest in the 
pastime that the A.A.U. recognized it 
as an honest to goodness competitive 
snort with a rule book and champion­
ship medals and all the other trim­
mings. The fever spread south and 
west and into New England as far as 
Boston but, until last year, it was un­
heard of in Maine. Now that The 
Dolphins have appeared on the scene, 
you hear a good deal about it.
A couple of relative newcomers to 
the state are responsible for the 
existence of The Dolphins. Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard W. Close who ha' 
moved from New Jersey at the begin­
ning of 1949 took one look at Vaca- 
tionland’s many prized swimming 
spots and decided that there was an 
awful lot of water going to waste. 
With so much water available there 
just had to be Synchronized Swim­
ming. And by midsummer, there was.
Several years before, the Closes, 
Dick and Binne, had created The Dol­
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phins of New Jersey and the group 
was so successful that they couldn’t 
wait to reincarnate it in Maine. At 
first, they saw little opportunity to 
continue their hobby here because of 
the scarcity of indoor training facili­
ties. They knew that a synchronized 
team could not be successful without 
an indoor pool but the Bangor 
Y.M.C.A. which had the only one in 
town didn’t seem to have the answer. 
Its pool was less than 13-feet-wide 
and not even 28-feet-long. They de­
cided that it couldn’t possibly be used 
and there wasn’t another indoor pool 
available within 100 miles. But Ro­
land F. Chandler, executive secretary 
of the “ Y,” had other ideas. He saw 
excellent possibilities in the sport and 
prevailed upon the Closes to try their 
pool anyway. So they tried it and 
The Dolphins of Maine were born.
At first, in order to facilitate train­
ing, membership was limited to girls 
even though it was also an ideal field 
for boys or mixed groups. But then it 
was realized that there was something 
missing and it must be romantic in­
terest. So at that point, 13-year-old 
Cal Thomas was recruited and has 
since occupied the enviable position of 
being the only male performer in the 
group. Rumor has it that his presence 
is the principal reason for the girls’ 
regular attendance at practice each 
Thursday evening.
It is difficult to convey accurately 
just what goes on when The Dolphins 
present an exhibition. You really 
have to be there to experience the 
pleasure and satisfaction that they af­
ford. Your initial reaction is to their 
striking appearance: A dozen lovely 
teen-age girls and a nice looking, clean 
cut boy clad in specially designed 
swim suits of green trimmed with 
white. And the imaginative touch of 
toe nails and finger nails painted 
green creates a rather unique effect. 
But even before you see them in swim­
ming attire, you are well impressed 
by their travel costumes of green 
pedal pushers, white blouse and green 
shoes. They are obviously a product 
of meticulous planning.
Now, about their water activities 
wherein they behave more like dol­
phins than dolphins do themselves.
If, by chance, you pass by a pool dur­
ing one of their performances and see 
six figures suddenly shoot out of the 
water, form a graceful arch and then 
disappear beneath the surface, it won’t 
be an optical illusion. Those will be 
flying dolphins of the Bangor Y.M.C.A. 
variety. If you see several shapely 
legs extended straight up with toes 
prettily pointed all in a precise chorus 
line in the water, it won’t be the 
Rockettes on Summer tour. Those will 
be the aquatic version of ballet legs. 
There are a host of other stunts such 
as porpoises, kips, catalinas, flamingos 
and sharks, to mention a few.
All of the skills are thrilling to 
watch but the one that is absolutely 
breath-taking is the pinwheel. Two 
swimmers with each one’s head be­
tween the feet of the other form a 
complete circle, half on the surface 
and half under water, and by sculling 
with their hands, turn like a ferris 
wheel. The wheel can be turned many 
times and can build up a remarkable 
degree of speed. If you steal your 
eyes away while a pinwheel is being 
executed and look at the other specta­
tors, you will see them involuntarily 
gasp for breath each time a head ap­
pears on the surface as though in sym­
pathy for the brief fraction of a 
second the swimmer has to inhale.
The skills are not unconnected and 
are not performed in sequence with no 
relation to each other. No, the real 
beauty of Synchronized Swimming is 
that the skills and strokes are care­
fully blended together in a harmonious 
routine, accurately scored to music. 
The Dolphins’ routines are all orig­
inal, Binne Close being their very tal­
ented choreographer. She has found 
from experience that it is best to com­
pose routines to fit the swimmers rath­
er than to try to mold the styles of 
the swimmers to fit the routines. If 
that sounds complicated, better plan 
to see The Dolphins during the Sum­
mer so that you can talk it over with 
her. Either she or Dick will discuss 
swimming of any type for hours at 
the slightest provocation.
While the Closes have endeavored to 
enlist in The Dolphins the finest swim­
ming talent in the Bangor area, they 
are quick to point out that Synchro-
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The Dolphins ready for a show. Front row, Mike Close, Cal Thomas 
and Pat Close. Second row, Marlene Dempsey, Barbara Fernald, Joyce 
Blackmer, Nancy Goss and Gwenyth Bryant. Back row, Pauline Dyer, 
Judy White, Anita Ransdell, Judy Fineson a7id Jane Baron.
nized Swimming is not necessarily 
limited to excellent swimmers, nor for 
that matter, to youngsters. Swimmers 
of average ability and of all ages can 
participate with a satisfying measure 
of success. One of the virtues of the 
sport is the fact that it opens up an 
entirely new field of enjoyment in the 
water. Instead of indulging in the 
typical recreation of swimming from 
here to there and back again, now you 
can go out and develop quite a reper­
toire of “ aquabatics.” Granted, you’ll
spend a lot of time under water; you’d 
do well to sprout an extra pair of 
gills. But you’ll have loads of fun do­
ing it.
The Dolphins have given quite a few 
exhibitions both indoors and out and 
have met with a very enthusiastic re­
ception. With their high audience ap­
peal, it is certain that they will be 
seen during the Summer at many of 
Maine’s famed resorts. If you’d like 
some delightful and novel entertain­
ment, plan to see them.
Of Ma in e ’s 16 counties, ten are on tidewater or acces­
sible to ocean-going vessels by means of navigable rivers.
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Camp Fire Flonor For Maine
A unique citation memorializes 35 years of continuous 
leadership by Charlotte A. Millett, founder of Gorham’s 
Owenunga Camp Fire Girls.
By Elsie W ood
D iscovery unlimited . . .  is the National Birthday Project of 
America’s 400,000 Camp Fire Girls for 
1950.
And to a Maine woman, in 1950, 
has come an honor conferred for the 
first time in Camp Fire history. Miss 
Charlotte A. Millett, a life-long resi­
dent of Gorham, was the founder and 
is still the leader of the only Camp 
Fire group in the Country with an 
unbroken record for thirty-five years.
On May 4, Miss Millett received a 
handsomely bound citation which 
reads:
The National Council 
of
Camp Fire Girls 
Expresses sincere appreciation 
to
Charlotte Millett
For her thirty-five years of service 
and devotion to girls through the 
Camp Fire Girls program 
(Signed)
Ruby Wooten Blalock
National President 
Martha Frances Allen
National Director
The illuminated capitals and the 
corner frame are gracefully stylized 
symbols familiar to all Camp Fire 
Girls, and tell the story of Miss Mil- 
lett’s wide experience in Camp Fire 
lore. Parting with the citation just 
long enough for The Pine Cone’s staff 
photographer to copy it, Miss Millett 
admonished, “ Now see you guard that 
with your life!”
It was November, 1914, when Miss 
Millett organized a group of high 
school girls in Gorham. There were 
Marion Phinney, Dorothy Lemond, 
Grace Johnson, Ruth Hanson, Mar­
garet Ridlon, Esther Smith, Elizabeth 
Robie, Georgianna Hayes, Gladys Le­
mond, and Helen Russell.
Marion is now Mrs. Clinton Rines;
Dorothy is Mrs. Clinton Kimball; 
Grace is Mrs. Wendall Grant. Mar­
garet died. Esther is Mrs. George 
Kendall; Elizabeth is Mrs. Guy Ken­
dall; and Gladys is Mrs. Oscar Car­
gill. Helen Russell is a professor of 
mathematics at Wellesley College.
WThen the citation was presented, at 
Gorham High School, five of the ten 
girls in the original group were pres­
ent. Mrs. Grant came from her home 
in Concord, New Hampshire, and Miss 
Hayes came from Augusta. Mrs. 
Rines, Mrs. Kimball, and Mrs. Kendall 
are residents of Gorham. The date of 
this presentation was just thirty-five 
years from the presentation of the 
Charter to the Owenunga Camp Fire 
Girls.
Choosing the name because it means 
“ Eastland,” the group’s first hike was 
to Fort Hill, looking for historic spots 
along the way. Their first trips took 
them to Salmon Falls to visit Kate 
Douglas Wiggin’s home, and to a 
ceremonial at Sebago-Wohelo—which 
in itself is another “ first” for Maine.
Sebago-Wohelo is probably the best 
known name in Camp Fire annals. It 
was 1908 when Dr. Luther Halsey 
Gulick and his family chose South 
Casco as the site for their Summer 
camping. In response to many re­
quests, the Gulicks agreed to take the 
children of some of their friends to 
camp, along with their own, accepting 
a small fee to cover the additional 
cost.
It was only a Summer or two after 
this beginning that Dr. Gulick and a 
group of his associates at the Russell 
Sage Foundation developed the plan 
that has become Camp Fire Girls, Inc. 
—guiding the interests of school-age 
girls throughout the United States, in 
England, and, more recently, in Aus­
tralia.
Another enduring monument to Dr. 
Gulick’s interest in the activities of
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Miss Charlotte A. Millett receiving the historic citation from Mrs. 
Hall Siddall on May U.
young people is the symbol of the 
YMCA, which he designed while he 
was in charge of physical education 
at the International YMCA College in 
Springfield, Massachusetts. In this 
same period, Dr. Gulick “ designed” 
the game of basketball, turning it over 
to James Naismith, who perfected it 
and presented it to an enthusiastic 
sports world.
Miss Millett’s first acquaintance 
with Camp Fire was when she at­
tended a demonstration at the Port­
land Young Women’s Christian Asso­
ciation—“ saw what could be done for 
young people and had to start doing 
it” herself! Since then, 115 Gorham 
girls have gone through all the ranks. 
The first girls were high school age, 
and ten years later groups were 
started for girls in junior high school.
In 1941 the Horizon Club was formed, 
for post-Camp Fire girls.
During these thirty-five years, Owe- 
nunga “ alumnae” have become group 
leaders, and mothers, and members of 
the Gorham Council, a body of men 
and women charged with “ working co­
operatively with other community, na­
tional, and international agencies to 
improve the health, education, and 
welfare of all children.”
Leadeis, Miss Millett explained, are 
called “ Guardians,” because originally 
each group was known as a Camp 
Fire, and the leader was the Guardian 
of the Fire. The Guardian brings to 
her group deep interest in people, af­
fection, acceptance, and understand­
ing. “ Hearing” is sometimes said to 
be the most necessary of a Guardian’s 
five senses . . .  so many girls need to 
“ talk things through,” looking to the
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Guardian not alone for “ help” in what 
she has undertaken, but for “ help to 
help herself” accomplish the task at 
hand.
Stress is laid on continued leader­
ship, Mrs. Elizabeth Siddall, field rep­
resentative for the Eastern Seaboard, 
explained, on her recent visit to 
Maine. “ Nothing is more disrupting 
to a group than frequent changes in 
leadership. The continuity of Miss 
Millett’s leadership has made the work 
of the Owenunga group outstanding.”
Illustrating the need for “continu­
ing” with a good idea, Mrs. Siddall 
said: “ Suppose you are working on a 
plan for neat arrangement in your 
bureau drawers, and to earn your 
honor for it, must keep it up for two 
months. That doesn’t mean two 
months from the time you first set 
them in order . . .  it means two 
months of keeping them in that or­
der! You may have them all in beau­
tiful order, and on the third day 
you’re in a hurry to find something, 
and rummage all through looking for 
it—upsetting the neat appearance. 
Your two months can’t count from the 
day you started keeping them tidy; 
they must be counted without inter­
ruption.”
From the delighted expressions on 
the young faces in the audience, Mrs. 
Siddall’s remarks found ready appre­
ciation.
The “continuity” established and 
maintained by Miss Millett has pro­
duced notable results. In 1925 Owe­
nunga won the Harriman Medallion 
for the most outstanding work in the 
Country. Among the undertakings of 
the group have been such things as 
the adoption of a French orphan, 
sending dolls to children in Japan, and 
toys, food, and clothing to children in 
Greece. Owenunga also presented the 
Health Cabin to Hitinowa, in memory 
of Esther Hoyt. The girls take part 
regularly in Memorial Day parades, 
in special holiday activities for local 
hospitals, in the annual sale of health 
seals. Three years ago, when a gen­
eral fire emergency overtook several 
Maine communities, Camp Fire Girls 
and their Guardians worked in shifts, 
around the clock, at the canteens.
There can be no shirking of respon­
sibility in Owenunga. Miss Millett
insists that “ those who do the work 
get the fun.”
It hasn ’t been all “ fun” for Miss 
Millett, these thirty-five years; but it’s 
been thirty-five years’ worth of satis­
faction and joyous accomplishment.
“ Seeing these girls earn their beads, 
design their headbands, take their 
places in communities from Maine to 
California, is more than enough re­
ward for the time I’ve spent in Camp 
Fire,” this energetic woman declares. 
“ But I always tell people that unless 
they have pretty good health they 
shouldn’t retire. Unless you’re one 
who’s content to do nothing, you just 
change your job when you retire. I’ve 
worked far harder, and longer hours, 
since I left the business world than 
I’d have believed, if anybody’d told 
me at the time!” Miss Millett’s exten­
sive experience in “ the business 
world” was with the State Mutual 
Fire Insurance Company.
Last October Miss Millett attended 
the National Conference of Camp Fire 
Girls, Inc., in Portland, Oregon. See­
ing her off at the airport in Portland, 
Maine, a group of Owenunga girls 
gave her greetings to carry to the 
Camp Fire Girls in “ the other Port­
land.”
“ But I didn’t come back by plane,” 
Miss Millett explains. “ I came back 
with stopovers, visiting my Camp Fire 
Girls all across the Country.” An 
overheard telephone conversation with 
a neighbor just back from Bermuda 
disclosed that Miss Millett “ was there 
once—by boat. If I were going again 
I’d go by plane. You know, the only 
thing keeping me ’round home is lack 
of the funds to travel!”
This was reaffirmed a few minutes 
later, when Miss Millett mentioned 
“ one of the Woodward girls, who’s 
living in South America now.” Miss 
Millett would like nothing better than 
to visit ALL of her Owenunga girls 
—widely scattered, but still dear to 
her heart. The pride is unmistakable 
as this “ longest continuing” leader 
tells of the successes her girls have 
enjoyed.
“ And Ruth Anne Bridges won a 
scholarship to the University of Maine 
—$1,000!”
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Present members of Gorham’s Owenunga Camp Fire Girls. Left to 
right, first row, are Marion Boothby, Sandra Page, Anne Sweetser, 
Elaine Young, Judith Simpson, Ann Lopez, Karen Crawford and Diana 
Wilder. Second row, Jennipher Phinney, Patricia Wig gin, Elizabeth 
Lunt, Jacquelyn Hill, Joanne Burnham, Carolyn Cressey, Beverly 
Moody and Judith Hall. Third row, Anita Southard, Betty Esty, Joyce 
Ford, Roberts McGraw, Linda Hale, Beverly Blackwell, Deanna Le- 
Blanc, Beverly Southard and Joann Bridges.
[Ruth Anne, the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Cecil F. Bridges, of Gor­
ham, will be nineteen this July and is 
a zoology major at the University. 
She has her sights set for “ pre-med” 
and hopes to be a doctor. This is in 
question, because there are three sis­
ters and two brothers at home to fol­
low her (one brother this next term) 
to college. However, Ruth has won 
scholarships offered by the University 
each year, and has never been off the 
Dean’s List.]
Insisting that the return on the in­
vestment of time and effort is all the 
reward anyone needs, Miss Millett 
cites the tenets of Camp Fire: Wor­
ship God, Seek Beauty, Give Service, 
Pursue Knowledge, Be Trustworthy, 
Hold on to Health, Glorify Work, Be 
Happy. “ What more could anyone 
ask of life?” she wants to know.
As one who has had exceptional op­
portunity to observe Camp Fire in ac­
tion, Charles Shaw, retired principal 
of Gorham High School, offers some 
interesting statistics. From 1915 to
1940, the school had fifty valedic­
torians and salutatorians. Of these, 
seven were boys, and nineteen were 
Camp Fire girls. The Honor Plaque, 
in twelve years, was won five times by 
boys, and six times by Camp Fire 
girls.
Miss Electa A. McLain, one of Miss 
Millett’s “ girls,” wears an attractive 
pendant, presented to her on May 4, 
marking her twenty years of service 
as a Camp Fire leader.
Maine is represented on the 37- 
member National Board of Camp Fire 
Girls, Inc., by Mrs. Sumner Sewall, 
of Bath. Mrs. Sewall’s association 
goes back more than fifteen years. In 
adding her personal appreciation for 
the honor given to Miss Millett, Mrs. 
Sewall echoed the remark made by 
Mrs. James C. Parker, when she re­
tired as President of the organization 
at the Portland, Oregon, conference:
“ We are not just ‘providing leisure 
time activities for girls/ we are re­
shaping America.”
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Ocean Park
“ Home enough for all the years.”
By A delbert M. Jakeman
The sign above the entrance to The Temple, center of Ocean Park 
activities, reads: “ OCEAN PARK AS­
SOCIATION. Founded 1881 by char­
ter from the State of Maine to a group 
of Free Baptist ministers and lay­
men.”
Though the original denominational 
influence, which was never more than 
a tenuous official connection, has ex­
panded, The Temple and its two smal­
ler companion halls at either side, 
Porter and Jordan, continue to ra­
diate the Christian spirit of the place. 
Outstanding Protestant preachers, 
numerous religious organizations, edu­
cational and literary groups, children’s 
classes, and community programs of 
an inspirational and recreational na­
ture are featured throughout the 
Summer season.
Ocean Park is a restricted Summer 
colony situated in the southern part 
of the Town of Old Orchard Beach, 
fronting on Saco Bay and the long 
stretch of sandy shore that comprises 
one of the most famous resort areas 
along the New England coast. The 
Park proper extends to Goose Fare 
Brook, a meandering tidewater 
stream, on the south, and goes back 
nearly a mile to the railroad tracks. 
A large part of the land is covered 
with a luxuriant growth of tall, cathe­
dral pines, many of which are believed 
to be virgin growth, through which 
run picturesque winding nature trails.
The Ocean Park Association, a com­
pletely debt-free organization which 
controls the major part of the land, is 
composed of approved property own­
ers numbering approximately 300 per­
sons, including those who held joint 
ownerships. The officers, directors, 
and committees, elected annually on 
the last Saturday in July, carry on 
the affairs of the place not otherwise 
taken care of by the town itself. An
Assembly Committee is responsible for 
the Summer-long, Chautauqua-style 
program that has made this place 
known throughout this section of the 
Country and beyond.
Ocean Park had an interesting be­
ginning. In the late Summer of 1880, 
a committee of five Free Baptists 
strolled southward on the sands of 
Old Orchard Beach and selected the 
50 or more acres of the William D. 
Guilford property, so-called, as the 
proposed site of what is now Ocean 
Park, and which has since grown to 
cover some 150 acres of shore and 
grove. The real inception of the idea 
of inaugurating such a community had 
occurred in July of that year. The 
centennial session of the General Con­
ference of the Free Will Baptists was 
held at Weirs, New Hampshire.
In conjunction with that meeting, a 
special mass convention was called to 
consider the advisability of establish­
ing a Free Baptist Summer assembly. 
The suggestion was not altogether 
new, for the matter was being infor­
mally discussed in local churches. Be­
sides, it was somewhat it keeping with 
the trend of the period, inasmuch as 
the conducting of Chautauqua as­
semblies and encampments, either in 
tents or in permanent buildings, was 
quite the fashion then at various 
points in New England. Credit is gen­
erally given Professor Benjamin F. 
Hayes of Bates College for promoting 
the dream of Ocean Park.
At the meeting mentioned, the dele­
gates were all prepared for favorable 
action, which resulted in the appoint­
ment of 15 representative Free Bap­
tist ministers and laymen, from scat­
tered parts of New England, who were 
empowered to select and purchase a 
spot where a settlement of this kind 
might be developed and administered 
under the control of the denomination.
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Campus of Camp Ataloa for Girls, 
operated by the New England Baptist 
Conference.
The specific instructions to the com­
mittee were “ to secure the best avail­
able grounds for a permanent denomi­
nation summer encampment for social, 
Christian, and general improvement.” 
The actual business of selecting a lo­
cation was afterward delegated to the 
committee of five, previously noted, 
who considered several available sites, 
from Narragansett Bay in Rhode Is­
land to the Kennebec River in Maine. 
Nearby Prout’s Neck, for one place, 
was almost decided upon at one time.
The following Summer, 1881, saw 
the first real activity on the newly- 
acquired property. A charter, signed 
by Gov. Harris M. Plaisted of Maine, 
had been granted the Ocean Park As­
sociation on January 24. By-laws were 
drawn up. With characteristic vision, 
those pioneers, broad-minded church­
men that they were, made no reference 
to denomination, or even to faith, in 
the historic document that is still the 
fundamental guiding principle of 
Ocean Park. Soon, much of the marsh 
land was graded in, streets and side­
walks were laid out, and lots were 
surveyed and sold. The original pur­
chase price of the entire plot was 
$5,000, toward which the Boston & 
Maine Railroad, which until 1923, ran 
a branch line along the shore from 
Old Orchard Beach to Camp Ellis at 
the mouth of the Saco River, con­
tributed $1,000. The sale of lots al­
most immediately amounted to more 
than $9,000.
In the first Summer alone, 30 cot­
tages could be seen undergoing the 
process of construction, as well as 
larger buildings for necessary stores
and rooming establishments. Now 
there are approximately 250 cottages. 
Also during that year, the Associa­
tion made its first venture in the erec­
tion of public buildings, for it was 
then that work on the foundation of 
The Temple was begun, under the di­
rection of James Bickford of Portland.
The building is unique in its archi­
tecture and construction, being octag­
onal in shape, with an umbrella-like 
roof supported by huge beams that 
radiate from a central mast. This au­
ditorium, dedicated August 1, 1881, 
seats almost 1200 persons, and is reg­
ularly filled to capacity at the height 
of the assembly season. The estimated 
cost was to be $3,050, and it is re­
ported that workmen labored by moon­
light far into the night during the 
time just prior to its dedication, in 
order to have the place ready on 
schedule.
The first assembly program, an­
nounced in a prospectus that was 
hardly more than a circular (in con­
trast to the 1950 56-page booklet), 
extended that Summer from the date 
of dedication to August 12. It em­
bodied such features as a Ministers’ 
Institute, a Sunday School Institute, 
a conference on Practical Christian 
Work, a Children’s Day, and a con­
vention of New England Free Bap­
tists.
The first president of the Ocean 
Park Association, elected at the first 
recorded meeting held Feb. 2, 1881, in 
the Directors’ Room of the Maine Cen­
tral Railroad in Portland, was Oren 
B Cheney, already known as the first 
president of Bates College. He served 
the organization until 1885. Bates and 
Ocean Park ever since have been in­
separably associated. Bates graduates 
have served Ocean Park in many ca­
pacities, and many students have at­
tended the college because of interest 
stimulated here. President Cheney’s 
vacation home, now the Cheney Com­
munity Cottage, was formerly painted 
garnet, the college color, and this, to­
gether with adjoining land on Furber 
Park (named for James T. Furber, 
then president of the Boston & Maine 
Railroad), was included in the site of 
a proposed summer school of the Lew­
iston institution. Local alumni and
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friends meet annually the first Mon­
day evening in August in B. C. Jordan 
Memorial Hall, erected in 1915 by two 
alumnae of the college in honor of 
their father, a benefactor of the 
school. This is believed to be the only 
summer college alumni group in the 
country.
The first Assembly Superintendent, 
who as chairman of the Assembly 
Committee was responsible for the 
summer program, was Rev. Ethnan 
W. Porter of Lowell, who lived in a 
cottage on Colby Avenue still owned 
and occupied by a daughter, Mrs. 
Sarah P. Porter of Peabody, Massa­
chusetts. He held the position from 
1881 until his death in 1899, 18 years 
later. Porter Memorial Hall, also 
known as the Hall in the Grove, was 
made possible through popular sub­
scription and was dedicated in 1902. 
With the growth of the Park in re­
cent years, both Summer and Winter, 
a permanent superintendent is on the 
staff for the purpose of co-ordinating 
the committees and of taking general 
charge of the program with the advice 
of the Assembly Committee.
A part of the Ocean Park territory, 
but not included under the Association 
restrictions, are the New England
Baptist Conference, Royal Ambassa­
dor Boys’ Camp, and Ocean Foreside. 
Each of these has its own regulations 
pertaining to transfer of ownership 
and use of property. The entire sec­
tion, though non-commercial in na­
ture, is quite self-subsisting, with ade­
quate stores, shops, eating places, li­
censed rooming houses, recreational 
facilities, and other conveniences. 
There is a year-round post office which 
ante-dates the one at Old Orchard 
Beach. Town officials admit that one- 
third or so of the tax receipts come 
from the Ocean Park area.
The New England Baptist Confer­
ence operates numerous religious con­
ferences and operates Camp Ataloa 
for girls. The Conference headquar­
ters are at “ Tanglewood,” one-time 
summer home of former Gov. Carl E. 
Milliken. Governor Milliken, it will 
be remembered by some, closed the 
amusements and concessions at the 
Beach on Sundays during part of his 
term of office. Incidentally, movie 
actress Bette Davis used to spend her 
girlhood vacations at Ocean Park, in 
a cottage at 4 Randall Avenue.
The Royal Ambassador Boys’ Camp, 
is a Baptist missionary camp that 
draws a total of up to 900 boys during
The Willard L. Pratt Swimming Pool, operated by Royal Ambassa­
dor Boys’ Camp at Ocean Park.
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Summer home of the Rev. Ethnan 
W. Porter at Ocean Park, one of the 
many attractive and substantial resi­
dences in the community.
a season. In addition to its excellent 
equipment, campus, and other attrac­
tive facilities, perhaps its chief fea­
ture is the horseshoe-shaped tidewater 
Willard L. Pratt Swimming Pool, open 
to the public also and supervised by 
accredited Red Cross-trained life­
guards.
In addition to these larger organiza­
tions, there are several others that 
cooperate to make Ocean Park a de­
sirable place in which to spend a va­
cation. For instance, the Florida Club, 
whose membership is open to anyone 
who has visited Florida at any time, 
maintains a number of public shuffle- 
board courts on the grounds of the 
Cheney Community Cottage. The 
Educational Bureau operates the Ag­
nes L. Park Recreation Building, dedi­
cated in 1949. The Acquaintance Club 
sponsors the Memorial Library. The 
Toilers-by-the-Sea and the Religious 
Society are out-of-season organiza­
tions.
The Ocean Park program is a va­
ried one. First-run feature motion 
pictures are shown two and three 
times a week in The Temple. Con­
certs, recitals, lectures, and entertain­
ments—designed for young and old— 
are regular parts of the summer-long 
plan. “ Every event a feature” is the 
prevailing theme. Admission is 
charged only for the motion pictures 
and for the annual banquet, which 
attracts 450 or so persons, in August. 
Everything else is free. It is a sort of 
family, neighborhood community. The 
second, third, and even fourth gen­
eration descendants of the founders 
are now enthusiastic supporters of 
Ocean Park.
While interest converges largely 
upon the Sunday Temple worship ser­
vices, other meetings are well attend­
ed. The Assembly sponsors, for one 
activity, the State of Maine Writers’ 
Conference, founded here in 1941 by 
Loring Eugene Williams of Cleveland, 
Ohio.
Unlike many of the old-time sum­
mer campgrounds. Ocean Park has 
continued to thrive. Its financial con­
dition is sound. All buildings of the 
Association are kept in an excellent 
state of repair. Attendance at as­
sembly-sponsored events runs to ca­
pacity throughout the Summer. The 
season this year began June 12 with 
the United Baptist Convention of 
Maine meeting here, and officially 
closes September 3. Memories of 
Ocean Park linger in the minds and 
hearts of vacationists from one sea­
son to the next, not the least of these 
being remembrance of the Sunday ves­
per services on the beach at the foot 
of Temple Avenue, where, seated by 
the sea as other worshipers did two 
thousand years ago, thoughtful peo­
ple sing the ever-familiar hymns and 
listen to an inspirational message— 
all under the shadow of a Christian 
flag waving in the late afternoon sun­
light.
Ocean Park, by some standards, 
would be considered old fashioned. 
The Charter and By-Laws forbid the 
sale or storage of intoxicating bever­
ages and tobacco. Undue activity on 
Sunday is frowned upon. On the oth­
er hand, however, it is one of the most 
progressive places in the State, keep­
ing much in step with the times. In 
fact, it has had zoning, as it is now 
called, from its very beginning, with 
restrictions pertaining to commercial 
uses of land, limiting one dwelling 
house to a lot, and similar civic plan­
ning that many towns and cities, years 
too late, are now trying to inaugurate.
It is not a prudish or narrow­
minded little place at all. It is the 
kind of community most peace-loving 
Americans would like to live in. That 
is the reason, no doubt, why increas­
ingly there are quiet people who are 
finding Ocean Park a “home enough 
for all the years.”
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Montpelier
One of Maine’s most beautiful and interesting historic 
shrines, Montpelier at Thomaston, this year will witness a 
three-day observance, July 25-27, of the 200th anniversary 
of the birth of Gen. Henry Knox, Washington’s Secretary 
of War and Navy, often called “ the forgotten man of the 
American Revolution.”
By  Mabel Gould Demers
Reminiscent of Edwin Arlington Robinson’s poem, “ The House on 
the Hill,” Montpelier stands to re­
mind the visitor of those who created 
a similar Montpelier. Instead of “ ruin 
and decay,” as described by the poet, 
Montpelier reincarnated as it were, 
stands on the windy hill, regal in its 
beauty.
If architecturally-conscious, the 
tourist must give pause to this hill­
top mansion as he leaves Thomaston 
en route to Rockland twenty miles 
distant. It is the replica of the earlier 
General Henry Knox home which sat 
at a lower level.
Thomaston, one of Maine’s oldest 
towns, a trading post as early as 1630, 
was carved from the Waldo Patent. 
Bulging with historical homes built by 
sea-faring folk decades ago, its back­
ground is colorful; its appearance 
well groomed.
Contrary to belief. General Knox 
was not a “ State o’ Mainer.” He was 
a Bostonian by birth and heritage. 
He attended and was graduated from 
the Latin School. Whereupon he en­
tered a bookshop, learned the busi­
ness, and at twenty-one opened a se­
lect shop of his own in Cornhill, “ with 
particular attention to literature, arts, 
and sciences.”
It was the custom for gentlemen 
and their ladies to congregate in shops 
of this type which were termed 
“ morning lounges.” Lucy Flucker, 
daughter of Thomas, Secretary of the 
Province of Massachusetts Bay, was 
one of the frequenters. Her marriage
to Henry Knox dismayed her friends 
but his rapid rise to fame, and subse­
quent appointment by George Wash­
ington as Secretary of War, placed 
her in an advantageous position.
Following the Revolutionary War, 
General Knox was appointed to settle 
differences with the Indians and to at­
tempt to fix the boundary between 
Maine and Nova Scotia. This gives at 
least one explanation for his appear­
ance in Maine.
Civic-minded citizens, various or­
ganizations, and living descendants, 
combined to raise the present build­
ing which stands a memorial to those 
whose fingers touched with precision 
the keys of the old piano, or with quill 
in ink penned memorable lines at some 
quaint old desk.
W ith quiet dignity and elegance 
Montpelier stands aloof, the hum of 
traffic falling faintly on the ear. If 
the day chance to be early September, 
you may find that distinguished and 
politely elegant cedar waxwing feed­
ing among the conifers at the rear of 
the mansion. You may hear the chirp 
of crickets, and you may see traces of 
crimson on the distant hardwoods, 
while all the land takes on the rever­
ence of Autumn.
You will follow the curving drive 
and enter from the rear, as directed. 
You will ascend the stairway and ring 
the bell. You will be met by the 
hostess and she will bid you welcome. 
But, before you have entered the of­
fice and placed your name upon the
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register, as thousands have before you 
in the eighteen years of Montpelier’s 
existence, you will pause in the en­
trance hall to observe the crotched 
mahogany table below the high Queen 
Anne mirror. Priceless Bohemian 
vases with rich white overlay are 
placed advantageously. There is also 
the quaint nail-studded cash box used 
in the General’s Boston store.
On the opposite wall is a plaque “ in 
memory of Major General Henry 
Knox, Washington’s chief of artillery, 
founder of the Society of the Cincin­
nati and author of its Institution. This 
Tablet was placed here by the Massa­
chusetts Society of the Cincinnati of 
which he was the first Vice President.” 
Anno Domini MDCCCCXXXVII.
When you have registered at the 
high mahogany desk, reminiscent of 
“ Tom Cratchitt,” have stood reverent­
ly before the framed banner carried 
by the Thomaston cavalry in the fun­
eral cortege of General Knox, you are 
ready to start a tour of the mansion, 
beginning with the library.
T he inside shutters give a feeling 
of dimness and coolness. The rug is 
oriental, the marble fireplace-facing 
soft blue, the paper gray, accented by 
wine overdraperies. The portrait of 
Lucy, the General’s daughter, hangs 
over the old sofa and a pair of lava 
mantel vases, probably Italian, are 
unusual. On a nearby table, a model 
of the Constitution reposes under 
glass.
The drawing room on the northwest 
corner, with its copy of original wall­
paper, is blue and gold. Period pink 
luster china is to be seen. Across the 
room is Madam Knox’ piano pur­
chased by her in London, “ Longman 
and Broderip, No. 26 Cheapside and 
No. 15 Haymarket,” makers. With
mulberry draperies which complement 
the blue and gold paper, soft rug, oc­
casional chairs, Marie Antoinette 
break-front bookcase, brought to this 
Country with other properties of the 
ill-fated queen, the room presents a 
charming picture. With mirror doors 
above and inlaid doors below, this un­
usual case fills the wall space from 
door to door. Service pistols lie on 
the ledge, as does the bit of General 
Knox’ horse, shot from under him at 
the Battle of Trenton. This room pos­
sesses all the quiet dignity which a 
room of this kind should have and it 
is not hard to conjure up the murmur 
of voices and the tinkle of silver as 
coffee is served to the ladies in the 
drawing room.
All rooms have fireplaces. The re­
ception, or “ oval room,” has two. A 
copy of Stuart’s Washington hangs 
over one and a copy of Peale’s Wash­
ington over the other. The rug is 
Persian, the draperies blue brocade. 
There is the Bible which the General 
presented to the Thomaston church 
next door. The chandelier, as beauti­
ful as anything on Capitol Hill, was 
bought in England before the war. 
The chairs are the Martha Washing­
ton type, stiff and formal. Madam 
Knox’ tea table is to be found here 
and the General’s mahogany traveling 
case, gift of the Marquis de Lafayette. 
It is lined with morocco, contains a 
miniature French china tea set, coin 
silver accouterments, plus a silver 
shaving tray. This case accompanied 
the General on all his travels and pro­
vided him, on a miniature scale, with 
some of the luxuries of home.
The noonday sun poors into the din­
ing room which has a southern ex­
posure. Here are to be found original 
Sheraton pieces of intricate and beau­
tiful workmanship. Mahogany knife 
cases are much in evidence. Much 
like a twentieth century loving cup, 
they are as graceful. When the top 
has been removed, knives are found 
standing like so many soldiers. The 
paper is a copy of the original fruit 
design. Rust draperies blend beauti­
fully and lend character. The center 
rug is a Maquette, imported from 
Normandy, the runners oriental. The 
wine cabinet, or cellarette, is on a ma-
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The Flying Staircase
hogany table having a gray Thomas- 
ton marble top. Gray marble faces 
the fireplace as well. Choice pieces of 
Lowestoft are placed advantageously 
on the dining table, under glass. These 
have the General’s insignia. There 
are also what remain of five tea sets 
belonging to members of the Society 
of Cincinnati. A twenty-eight-day 
clock measures the time by seconds 
and lends a homey atmosphere. The 
mirror is Girandole.
Tradition tells us that President 
James Madison slept in the old ma­
hogany bed in the downstairs bed­
room. There are scatter rugs on a 
gray spattered floor. The paper is 
striped Colonial, the overdraperies 
green chintz. The piece de resistance 
in this room is the Queen Anne bon­
net or broken arch highboy. The 
dressing room is just beyond. This is 
used to display small items—daguer­
reotypes, army buttons, odd pieces of
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china—Chelsea, luster, unmarked blue 
Staffordshire! There are framed 
copies of real estate transfers made 
by the General and his family.
From this room one enters the hall 
and the main floor circle is complete. 
Flemish flower pictures in oils adorn 
the walls, the punch bowl is Liverpool, 
the urns alabaster. The hall connects 
dining room with drawing room and 
one can easily imagine the exodus of 
guests who enjoyed the hospitality of 
the Knox home.
The flying staircase, arch-like in ap­
pearance, is the only one in America, 
as nearly as can be ascertained. The 
grandfather clocks on either landing 
seem to be in excellent running con­
dition. Approach the second floor 
from either drawing or dining room 
and you will find yourself in the nur­
sery . . .  a miniature room with minia­
ture furnishings suitable for the use 
of a child.
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Beyond is the Harvest Room, so- 
called because of the type of wall­
paper used. The rug is from Nor­
mandy, the bed from France . . .  a 
sleigh. Mantel vases are blue and 
white Bristol, water bottle and glass 
Bohemian. The furniture as in other 
rooms is principally Sheraton.
The master bedroom is Oriental in 
appearance and the paper an exact 
copy of an Oriental wallpaper. The 
hangings on the Sheraton bed are 
copper plate chintz more than a hun­
dred and sixty years old. An exqui­
site examp’e of fine handwork is to be 
found in the spread, tucked painstak­
ingly beneath square day pillows. The 
Knox jewel case is conveniently 
placed. This is probably eighteen in­
ches high with many drawers to suit 
the taste and convenience of the own­
er. The most interesting thing in the 
dressing room is the white mahogany 
desk. Over the fireplace is a Currier 
& Ives’ Washington.
Every tourist seeks out the “gold 
room.” This is loveliest of all with 
its gold paper, gold hangings, gold 
chairs! One beholds from the door­
way but is not permitted to enter this 
beautiful room. We are told that La­
fayette slept on the bed. Draperies, 
over one hundred years old, are copies 
of the originals. The rug is an Aubus- 
son. Madam Knox’ slippers, as though 
just removed, are close to one of the 
golden chairs. The dressing room re­
veals the portrait of the General’s son 
who died at an early age. There is an 
original nest of tea tables and a 
chaise longue, precursor of the modern 
type, William and Mary design.
Caroline’s room is done in blue. 
She was the younger daughter. Al­
though General and Mrs. Knox were 
the parents of ten children, all died 
in infancy but the son, Lucy and Caro­
line. Chairs and mirrors are originals. 
The bed has a creamy hand-made lace
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canopy. The spread is candlewick. 
Braided rugs are used advantageously.
Lastly, we enter the “ attic” room, 
so-called because from it one has ac­
cess to the upper part of the mansion 
which looks out on the town and sur­
rounding countryside. Hooked rugs 
are used on the spatter floor. The 
hangings are copper chintz. Wash 
stands throughout are supplied with 
Staffordshire bowls and pitchers. A 
ponderous Bible lies close at hand. 
As might be expected, this room lacks 
some of the color and atmosphere of 
the others.
Retracing our steps, we descend to 
the main floor and below stairs give 
our attention to the preparation of 
meals. The kitchen is roomy with a 
southern exposure. Every conceivable 
p-adget is to be found which had to 
do with the preparation of an eight­
eenth century meal. Deep ovens on 
either side of the enormous fireplace
facilitated the baking of golden pump­
kin pies and deep-hued beans. Re­
flector ovens and spits for turning 
venison and lamb stand close at hand. 
There are huge copper and brass ket­
tles, butter trays—barrel churn, dough 
tray—an original kitchen cabinet not 
unlike the cabinet of today, pewter, 
old blue china, principally Stafford­
shire! On the mantel are mortar and 
pestle, candle molds, jugs and bottles. 
An attendant will show you a section 
of wooden pipe through which water 
was conveyed to the original mansion. 
Back of the kitchen is the servants’ 
sitting room with flax and spinning 
wheels, braided rugs, Windsor chairs 
and original mahogany table.
Finally, we come to the carriage 
room. This is on the north and across 
from the kitchen. The outer doors 
are wide as in the original Knox home 
to permit the entrance and departure 
of carriages. Here are to be found 
original empire sofas as well as a
The Oval Room
The Dining Room
We shall close our reminiscing with 
a portion of a poem by Isabel Fiske 
Conant, entitled “ Old House.”
“ He who loves an old house 
Never loves in vain,
How can an old house 
Used to sun and rain,
To lilac and larkspur,
And an elm above,
Ever fail to answer 
The heart that gives it love?”
* * *
Maine ’s population is increasing each year, with many 
becoming permanent residents who first came to Maine on 
vacations, for touring, or hunting and fishing. Maine is 
becoming increasingly popular with persons on retirement 
who establish homes in the quiet towns and villages they 
have come to know and like.
Franklin stove brought from Phila­
delphia by General Knox as early as 
1792. This room is used for meetings 
of the Knox Memorial Association.
The tour has ended and we close, 
regretfully, the door of another Maine 
home, museum if you wish . . . rep­
lica of the mansion where open house 
was held throughout the Summer and 
Autumn. To its yielding door came 
such notable foreigners as Louis 
Philippe, the Compte de Beaumetz, the 
Due de Liancourt, the Marquis de 
Lafayette!
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The Appalachian Tra il In Maine
Maine’s “ Silver Aisle” provides a “ footpath through the 
wilderness,” beckoning to all who love the peace and quiet 
of the Pine Tree State’s matchless forests and mountains.
By Jean Stephenson
One of Maine ’s greatest assets is its forests. Although long logs 
and pulpwood have been taken from 
them for two centuries, the woods re­
main. The mountains still stand. 
Streams still flow in the valleys be­
tween. The myriad overgrown tote- 
roads leading hither and yon only ac­
centuate Nature’s reclaiming of her 
own. In the “ wild lands” is peace and 
solitude.
Maine’s woods have long been 
famed for fishing and hunting. In the 
past quarter of a century a new form 
of recreation has become popular and 
here, too, Maine’s woods are pre­
eminent. More and more those com­
pelled to live in cities and towns turn 
to the woods for recreation. For many 
of these, Maine’s woods are closer 
than the forests of the West or of 
Canada. Further, Maine has not only 
unmarked wild areas but a marked 
and well described route, for through 
the heart of the Maine woods runs 
The Appalachian Trail.
This “ footpath through the wilder­
ness” begins at Katahdin and extends 
south 2,021 miles to Mt. Oglethorpe 
in Georgia. It takes its name from 
the “ Appalachian” range which it gen­
erally follows, this being the Indian 
word for “endless.” One-eighth of the 
entire distance, 266 miles, lies in 
Maine. It is not a motor road. It is 
not a horse trail. It is a footpath, a 
hiking trail.
The Trail traverses a most interest­
ing section of Maine, one almost un­
known to thousands of visitors who 
have been coming for years to the 
Maine Coast. The names of the lakes 
and mountains along the route stir 
the imagination and bring to mind 
many incidents and legends of the 
past.
From Katahdin, Maine’s mile-high 
mountain, the Trail continues by Dai- 
cey Pond to the West Branch of the 
Penobscot at Nesowadnehunk Falls, a 
historic spot in the long log lumber­
ing days.
The river here is broad, deep, dark 
and swift. The Cable Bridge across 
it was damaged and rendered unusable 
last year, so there could then be no 
through travel on the Trail. Of 
course, that situation could not be 
permitted to continue. The “endless 
trail” could not remain broken in 
Maine. Also, a means of crossing the 
Penobscot West Branch was impor­
tant for fire protection.
The restoration is typical of the 
cooperative aspect of the Trail. The 
Governor and the Council approved 
the project. The Maine State High­
way Department did the work. The 
Great Northern Paper Company pro­
vided some of the funds and tractors 
for hauling. The Maine Appalachian 
Trail Club provided the rest of the 
funds. Hon. Albert D. Nutting, For­
est Commissioner, coordinated the ac­
tivities of them all. So this year the 
Cable Bridge once more swings above 
the West Branch. Once again one may 
follow the Trail over the dark rushing 
waters of the Penobscot and on to the 
ledges on the “ height of land,” past 
the long Rainbow Lake to beautiful 
Nahmakanta Lake, nestled among the 
hills.
T he wooden snowshoes nailed to a 
tree on the Nahmakanta Tote Road 
bring to mind the story of the trapper 
whose life they saved. By Pemadum- 
cook Lake, with its weird masses of 
dri-ki, the Trail winds on to Lower 
Jo-Mary Lake and then by Jo-Mary 
Mountain, Cooper Brook with its falls,
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The cable bridge on the Penobscot West Branch, which will be re­
stored to use this year for hikers.
and Yoke Ponds, up the East Branch 
of Pleasant River and over White Cap.
Just beyond is Gulf Hagas, reached 
by a blue-blazed side trail. This 
chasm, four miles of rapids, water­
falls, and strange rock formations 
succeeding each other, was much fre­
quented three-quarters of a century 
ago but is now little known. After 
reaching Long Pond, the Trail follows 
the Barren-Chairback Range, with its 
five peaks, on by Little Wilson Stream 
and past the site of Savages Mills, a 
century ago a thriving settlement, of 
which the only sign now is the rem­
nant of an abutment where once there 
was a bridge.
Beyond Monson and Blanchard, two 
of the three towns on the Trail route 
in Maine, the way is over Moxie Bald, 
a most interesting rock mass, thence 
by canoe “ ferry” across Moxie Pond 
and over Plea-ant Pond Mountain to 
the Kennebec River at Caratunk. 
Here is another ferry and then the 
historic trail used by Arnold’s ill- 
fated army on its way to Quebec in 
1775 is followed across the “ Great 
Bend” of Dead River past Pierce, East 
Carry and West Carry Ponds.
Skirting the edge of the new Dead 
River Lake, the Trail ascends Little 
Bigelow and leads across Mt. Bigelow 
with its East and West Peaks, The 
Horns and high-lying Horns Pond. 
Now comes a region of 4,000-foot 
peaks — Sugarloaf, Maine’s second 
highest mountain, Spaulding, Saddle­
back Junior and Mt. Saddleback’s
twin cones. After crossing Maine 
Highway 4, one enters the wilderness 
area of western Maine, with Elephant, 
C Pond Bluff, Baldpate and Old Speck. 
The Mahoosuc Range is then followed 
to Carlo Col, where The Appalachian 
Trail crosses into New Hampshire.
Tall, spired conifers, rustling sil­
very poplars, graceful maples have 
shaded the way. Sometimes high on 
rocky mountain ledges, sometimes 
skirting swamp lands made by the 
busy beaver, or crossing old lumber 
campgrounds where bears browse on 
raspberry bushes, there is variety and 
interest the length of the Trail.
A unique feature of the Trail is 
that one may “ travel light.” At the 
end of each day’s journey there is a 
sporting camp or a place where one 
may be met by boat from a sporting 
camp. So by advance reservations one 
may spend the day in the woods and 
in the late afternoon reach a home­
like cabin. After a swim in the lake, 
a change to warm clothes and a good 
supper, an hour’s quiet canoeing or 
peaceful rest on the cabin porch is 
followed by sleep in a comfortable bed. 
In the morning, after a hearty break­
fast, one may take a lunch, shoulder 
a light pack containing only personal 
belongings and be off down the Trail, 
knowing that eventide will find him 
at another sporting camp. Better still 
it is to stay two nights at each camp 
along the Trail, devoting the inter­
vening day to exploring the attrac­
tions of the region.
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Of course, the footway is rough, and 
a certain amount of woods experience 
is needed by those who follow The Ap­
palachian Trail in Maine. The pri­
mary monition is that one should 
never travel alone on the Trail.
The entire route is marked by 
white paint blazes and has been care­
fully measured and described in de­
tail in a 600-page volume. Guide To 
The Appalachian Trail in Maine. 
This volume gives suggestions for 
planning trips, with specific directions 
for following the route on the Trail. 
There are 13 maps. It is in loose-leaf 
format, so only those pages applying 
to the section covered by the trip need 
be carried. This Guide may be or­
dered from the Appalachian Trail 
Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, 
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. (The 
price is $3.25.)
For those who are to be in the Ka- 
tahdin area only, that is, north and 
east of the Penobscot West Branch, a 
reprint of the new and expanded Ka- 
tahdin Section of the Guide (212 
pages, 2 maps) is available at $1.25.
Conceived in 1921, begun in Maine 
in 1929, initially completed in 1937, 
The Appalachian Trail is a volunteer 
project. Men and women interested 
in it, individually or united in various 
clubs, coordinated in the Appalachian 
Trail Conference, have made the 
Trail. Constant work is required to 
keep the Trail clear, to keep it 
marked, to keep the Guidebooks and 
maps up to date and to do the many 
things necessary to keep it passable.
The Maine Appalachian Trail Club 
coordinates the Trail work in Maine. 
The Bates Outing Club, the Maine Al­
pine Club, the Wilton Outing Club and 
several individuals each maintain from 
ten to forty miles of Trail. Plans are 
under way for the inclusion of more 
maintaining groups, particularly in 
the area east of the Kennebec.
In addition to maintenance work, 
the Maine Appalachian Trail Club 
issues Guide To The Appalachian 
Trail in Maine, the Katahdin Section 
reprint and miscellaneous literature 
about the Trail, and maps. A new 
two-color map (M.A.T.C. Map No. 4),
Horns Pond, high on the slopes of
Mt. Bigelow, with one of the Horns of 
Mt. Bigelow in the background.
covering the area from Katahdin to 
the East Branch of Pleasant River, 
has just been published (35c).
While designed for the use of hik­
ers on The Appalachian Trail, these 
Guides and maps have filled a long- 
felt want. They are extremely useful 
to fishermen and hunters who utilize 
the marked Appalachian Trail and the 
Guidebook directions in reaching their 
favorite spots. As dues in the Maine 
Appalachian Trail Club are only $3.00 
a year, becoming a member of the 
Club has provided a means for sports­
men to make some contribution for 
the benefit they receive from the Trail, 
as well as providing them with a 
means of learning immediately of any 
new maps or guides issued.
The Maine Appalachian Trail Club 
welcomes such cooperation and also 
welcomes assistance in Trail main­
tenance and other projects. But 
whether or not one aids in maintain­
ing the Trail or in helping the Club 
in other ways, use of The Appala­
chian Trail is available to all who 
love the woods.
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The Penobscot Marine Museum
Preserving the records of Maine’s Maritime Era, this 
unique institution at Searsport is a mecca for students and 
lovers of marine lore.
By Donald T. Pitcher
It’s job is a large one, and being done with great enthusiasm. The 
aim is to create a picture of the past 
days when Maine’s harbors bristled 
with activity, when tall-masted vessels 
lay at the now quiet docks, when the 
shipyards teemed with men, and when 
the shouts at the waterfront indicated 
the last minute preparations of a ves­
sel about to go to sea for a few months 
or maybe years, to the Caribbean or 
perhaps China. And this picture is 
gradually forming through the collec­
tion and exhibitions of the Penobscot 
Marine Museum.
Incorporated in 1936, it is the first 
museum of its kind to be established 
in the State. Since its inception, the 
Museum has grown steadily with an 
ever-increasing number of visitors 
each Summer season. Its fourteenth 
year is now well underway and prom­
ises even greater activity with the 
use of its new addition, the old Cap­
tain Jeremiah Merithew house.
The Museum was originally planned 
so as to utilize the old Searsport Town 
Hall, built in 1845 by David Sears of 
Boston, but the Museum’s collections 
finally expanded to a point where ad­
ditional space became necessary. Now 
the quiet, short street off U. S. Route 
One in the center of the village is be­
coming a mecca for students and lov­
ers of marine lore. The old Town Hall 
building is being reorganized to har­
bor a gallery of fine ship paintings 
and models, and will be made avail­
able for use as a lecture hall and oth­
er educational purposes. The Meri­
thew house, just across the street, will 
offer on completion of its restoration 
a concise story of early Maine ship­
building and operation. It will also 
contain what promises to be an out­
standing library with adequate refer­
ence material for thorough studies in­
to the Nation’s maritime history.
Both buildings are in themselves 
fine historical specimens of the old
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Searsport buildings, the Merithew 
house having been built about 1816 
by a wealthy ship captain who was 
later to become one of the town’s 
prominent merchants and the first 
president of the Searsport Bank.
The Penobscot Marine Museum was 
established through the efforts of a 
few inspired individuals desiring to 
stem the loss of such important 
records of the great shipbuilding era. 
Throughout the regions north of Mas­
sachusetts there had been no active 
policy of research or any sense of 
preservation among those whose fam­
ilies had been identified with the sea.
Our Maine coast is, however, still 
rich in marine memorabilia, half­
models, paintings and source material 
which can and should be acquired and 
assembled within the Museum. As 
further research and collection funds 
become available the Museum hopes it 
will be possible to materially restore in 
historical form a large part of the 
economic background of the ship­
building on the Maine coast, and. in 
so doing, make an outstanding and 
fundamental contribution to our na­
tional maritime history.
The period of its greatest interest, 
which began to grow into large scale
operating in the early 1800s, eventual­
ly brought the principal means of live­
lihood to many of the shore com­
munities of the State and in its great­
est periods entire areas were devoted 
exclusively to the production or opera­
tion of these later period world-famed 
ships.
To those who have already visited 
the Marine Museum at Searsport, the 
story of Maine’s prominence in the 
earlier maritime activity of this Na­
tion is already well founded. Its many 
records, in varied form, awaken new 
interest in the Maine coastline. Sears­
port alone, as a community of some 
2,000 souls, built over two hundred 
and fifty sailing ships in one century 
of activity. The community lost this 
great production record (a high peak 
of eleven ships in one year) only when 
the demand for ships of greater ton­
nage than its shallow beaches could 
safely launch became the controlling 
voice. Eleven busy shipyards were lo­
cated there, and at one time Searsport 
produced a tenth of all the merchant 
sailing ship masters in square rig un­
der the American flag. And this was 
only one such Maine community!
As the records relate, Maine was of 
greatest importance during the era of 
New England’s shipping, especially in
The inscription on this painting at the Penobscot Marine Museum 
reads: “Bark Harvard, Lincoln A. Colcord, Master, On the edge of a 
typhoon in the China Sea.”
Inside the former Town Hall are half-models, paintings, souvenirs 
of Maine clipper trade and a host of other items recalling Maine ships’ 
preeminence on the Seven Seas.
the great revival of sailing ship com­
merce after the Civil War. Its earlier 
history is an integral part of the all- 
important maritime activity of a pros­
pering Nation during the century and 
a quarter following the American 
Revolution.
To further expand these great 
achievements the Museum at Sears- 
port has always endeavored to col­
lect such material as will create a 
permanent memorial to the State’s 
achievements in this once glorious in­
dustry of wooden-ship building. Fore­
most of the collections now on display 
are full-rigged and authentic ship 
models; shipbuilders’ half-models; 
paintings and prints of Maine-built 
ships and their masters; and an as­
semblage of well over one thousand 
sailing charts, dating from the private 
issues of the 1800’s, the British blue- 
backs and the later charts of the U. S. 
Hydrographic Office.
In addition to these are many of 
the early navigating instruments, the 
various tools of the early shipbuilders 
and ships’ log books. Not uncommon
at the Museum are special exhibits, 
foremost of which to date has been 
the first such comprehensive showing 
of American-owned marine paintings 
by the Roux family of Marseilles. The 
paintings of this family, extending 
through three generations in the cen­
tury from 1790 to 1890, are consid­
ered the finest examples of the marine 
art of the period. More such special­
ized exhibits are on the way.
Also not forgotten is the all-impor­
tant publishing program. A limited 
amount of publishing has so far been 
done—three books and the Roux Cata­
logue; two more volumes are nearly 
ready for the printer. Both of these 
are largely photographic in content, 
one dealing with Searsport shipmas­
ters and the other with sailing ship 
cabins and quarterdecks.
Located just off the main highway 
U. S. Route One, the Museum’s two 
buildings lend century-old atmosphere 
and appropriate charm to its collec­
tions and invite the visitor into an era 
of productivity of which the town 
and, in fact, the State of Maine, are 
justly proud.
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T here seems to be no doubt that Maine has a lot to live up to this 
Summer, where fishing is concerned. 
But, after watching four national 
records fall in the Pine Tree State 
last season, Maine fisheries officials 
have been eyeing early season catches 
with confidence and expectant op­
timism, and rightly so!
Ice fishermen were using automo­
biles on Moosehead and other large 
lakes well into the month of April this 
Spring and many old timers were bet­
ting that the extra heavy coating of 
cold stuff wouldn’t “ go out” until the 
first part of June. Then, suddenly 
on Sunday, May 7, winds of gale force 
ripped ice out of nearly every large 
lake from the Rangeley area to the 
Fish River chain, in a matter of 
hours. Veteran Warden Supervisor 
Cassius Austin of Fort Kent re­
marked that this was the first time in 
history, so far as he knew, that all 
lakes of The Fish River chain had 
ever cleared of ice in one day!
Almost from the moment that “ ice 
out” was officially declared action has 
not only been fast, but heavy. Cold 
Stream Pond produced a 19-pound 
togue (lake trout) two days after it 
became ice-free, to make Stanley P. 
Haines of Enfield, Me., the first fish­
erman of 1950 eligible to join Maine’s 
exclusive One That Didn’t Get Away 
Club. Inland Warden Clyde Speed of 
Lincoln reported that Haines fought 
the heavy laker almost an hour des­
pite the use of heavy tackle before it 
could be brought to the net.
From this time right up through 
the middle of June, the tempo has 
been steadily stepping up in line with 
the influence of warmer weather. As 
fishing went into high gear for the 
1950 season, several additional early 
members of “ The Club” included: 
Mary D. Stephens, Montclair, N. J., 
17-pound togue from Eastern Grand 
Lake; George L. Johnson, Bucksport, 
Me., with a 17-pound togue from First 
Roach Pond and Edward C. Lane, 
Mamaroneck, N. Y., with a togue also 
weighing exactly 17 pounds! Soon 
after the Narraguagus River in 
Washington County opened, J. C. 
Strout of Milbridge, Me., qualified 
with an Atlantic Salmon from those 
waters weighing 15 pounds, three 
ounces. At Bingham, Donald Folsom 
made the eligible list by taking a 
9-pound brown trout just below Wy­
man Dam in the Kennebec River on 
a streamer fly.
T his writer’s first fishing trip of 
the year was not altogether without 
success either. Fishing a small Ox­
ford County pond early in May with 
streamer flies, your reporter’s first 
strike of the season emphasized at 
least three major fishing facts:
1. That streamer flies when han­
dled properly are tops for Spring and 
early Summer fishing in Maine.
2. Maine’s stubborn squaretails 
can really fight, especially when 
hooked on light tackle.
3. The Governor Payne Boost 
Maine Special streamer fly is really
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triple A for big trout as well as sal­
mon!
Twenty minutes after the old 
“ kicker” first started to purr as we 
were working slowly past a deep­
water island ledge, the first smash 
came. In one fast swirl a rugged old 
lunker of a squaretail struck the 
“ Gov. Payne” and stripped off twenty 
yards of line before the boat stopped! 
Nearly half an hour later as we slid 
the net under him he still showed 
plenty of power and nearly gained his 
freedom in one last final lunge. He 
tipped the scales at four and one-half 
pounds.
Rounding the other side of the big 
ledge not long afterward, my fishing 
companion yelled for time out and 
another big “ redspot” checking in at 
three pounds was gradually worked 
toward the net. In checking after­
ward, the first fish proved to be the 
largest brook trout yet to be taken 
on a Governor Payne Special and, by 
reason of this, was presented to 
Maine’s Number One Booster and 
Chief Executive, for whom the fly was 
named, the next morning.
Incidentally, this new pattern 
streamer fly which has been hitting 
pay dirt ever since last Fall was de­
signed and named by Heman A. 
Woodman of Norway, Maine. Nearly 
400 of these successful lures were pre­
sented to delegates and officials at the 
annual meeting of the Outdoor Writ­
ers Association of America at Moose- 
head Lake between June 10th and 
17th this year.
Not many days later on a week-end 
fishing trip to Bemis on Mooselook- 
meguntic in the Rangeley Region, 
with John and Harry Franklin of 
Merrimac, Mass., the Gov. Payne 
Special paid off again. Fishing in 
much of the Rangeley chain had been 
temporarily slow or spotty after an 
early flurry of fast action as the ice 
left. Our first sortie between 5:30 
a. m. and breakfast time, using some 
highly-touted brass surface wobblers, 
failed to produce. Enroute to camp 
and ready to do complete justice to 
“ Virg” Davenport’s bountiful supply 
of ham and eggs, Johnnie tied on a 
#6 “ Payne” streamer. Five minutes 
later and fifty yards off the east bar
of Toothaker Island, we boated our 
first fish, a salmon that had greedily 
taken the red and gray streamer!
Between 8:30 and noontime that 
morning, eight more salmon and trout 
fell for that same fly. A careful check 
later in the day showed that a ma­
jority of boats returning to the dock 
from that area came back “ fishless” !
Since that time, reports indicate 
that fishing has steadily picked up all 
over the Rangeley Region. According 
to the latest information, lively action 
may be found at Mooselookmegun- 
tic, Rangeley, Lower Richardson, Ra­
pid River, as well as at Kennebago, 
Saddleback, King & Bartlett, Dodge 
Pond, Aziscoos, Quimby Pond, Tim 
Pond, Jim Pond, and many others.
PINE SHAVINGS
For the first time in more than 
four years the water level in almost 
all of Maine’s lakes, ponds, streams 
and rivers is back to normal at this 
season. Bass and pickerel fishing 
should be excellent particularly be­
tween mid-June and the middle of 
August. These fish frequent shore­
lines heavy with vegetation and now 
that water levels are up will be found 
again in along the reeds, searching 
for small frogs, bugs and minnows.
* * *
Sabbathday Lake in New Glouces­
ter, famous the past few seasons for 
big brown trout is back in the news 
again. The first early season giant 
taken there weighed fourteen pounds 
and five ounces, according to Inland 
Fish & Game Dept. Warden Stillman 
Johnson, who serves the district.
* * *
Dr. S. S. Greenleaf, well known 
Bethel, Me., veterinarian recently per­
formed a caesarean operation upon a 
doe deer that had been struck by an 
automobife. Examination showed that 
the doe, suffering broken ribs as well 
as a fractured leg, was an expectant 
mother.
It also showed that she was too 
seriously injured to save. The opera­
tion was performed after death of the 
mother and according to reports, the 
tiny fawn is thriving on a diet of 
goat’s milk.
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Cross Lake in the Fish River Chain 
is also in the limelight again. Mrs. 
Roger Hall of Fort Fairfield landed 
a ten-pound, eight-ounce landlocked 
salmon there recently to qualify as 
the second entrant from the Fish 
River Chain in Maine’s One That 
Didn’t Get Away Club this year.
* * *
The first fresh run Atlantic Sal­
mon to be taken from the Narragua- 
gus this season came to the gaff of 
Charles Joy of Winter Harbor, early 
in May. Joy left his fly book at home 
and had to borrow two flies from Har­
ry Smith, well known Cherryfield ho- 
telman, angler and guide. After 
hooking and losing three of the big 
fish, Joy landed a bright salmon 
weighing nine and three-quarters 
pounds. The run has been picking up 
steadily since that time.
* * *
Inland Fish & Game Dept. Super­
visor Verne Black tells the following 
story of two busy fishermen on Se- 
bago Lake recently. Black watched 
one of the men fight a salmon weigh­
ing about eight pounds for twenty 
minutes or more. Finally the salmon, 
“getting sick of such foolishness,” 
started for home taking fly, leader 
and part of the fisherman’s line 
along. The man’s partner immediate­
ly hooked another which broke both 
rod and leader! In the meantime, the
first fisherman (with great haste and 
trembling hands) tied another fly on 
a new leader and hurriedly threw both 
overboard . . . with no line attached!
* * *
Reports and newspaper pictures of 
large catches, both in size and num­
ber, are piling up from all sections of 
the State. Everybody and his brother 
—plus sisters and wives—-seem to be 
taking a fling at Maine’s thousands 
of lakes, ponds and streams, with even 
the novices generally getting results. 
* * *
From this distance it looks like an­
other good fishing year in Maine, BUT 
the increased pressure on all fishing 
waters also means that conservation 
and restocking programs must be 
stepped up to keep ahead of the “ de­
mand” in the years ahead.
After all, our fish and wildlife “ sup­
ply” is one of Maine’s greatest assets 
and during the coming months and 
years we hope to be able to do our 
part to bring this point home to a 
wider and wider circle of public 
awareness. But, for this immediate 
season, the best of fishing luck to all 
PINE CONE readers.
You are cordially invited to use the 
Maine Publicity Bureau’s information 
resources at any time on when and 
where to go and what to expect to 
catch!
W ith fishing the fastest growing form of recreation in 
the United States, Maine, with its 2,465 lakes and ponds, 
its 2,500 miles of tidal coastline, its 5,153 rivers, streams 
and brooks, nearly all of them “ fishable,” offers more pos­
sibilities for this sport than any other State in the Nation.
* * *
Maine has ten mountains over 4,000 feet high and more 
than 100 over 3,000 feet high.
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By Elizabeth A. Mason
Red canoes glide across rippling blue lake waters—white sails dot 
harbors and coves from Kittery Point 
to the St. Croix—a patchwork of gay 
colors adorns the sunny reach of 
beaches—red lobsters emerge from 
steaming pots, and avidly the novice 
wrestles with the problem of getting 
the last bit of luscious meat from the 
shell—brightly painted buoys dance on 
coastal waters, and great nets are 
spread to dry on shore—the hum of 
outboards is heard on rivers and lakes 
—laughing girl and boy campers 
swing down woodland trails and up 
mountain sides—bronzed, happy golf­
ers wend their way over green fair­
ways, perhaps viewing magnificent 
lakes between birches, or ocean vistas 
fringed by evergreens. All this and 
more one associates with Summer in 
Vacationland!
Before us is one of the busiest 
Summers ever. Travelling to events 
we will be able to again enjoy some of 
the wonderful scenery you, too, will 
want to see. We haven’t told you per­
haps of the enchanting view from 
Bridgton Highlands where you may 
golf and see lovely Maine and White 
Mountain views at one time. Paris 
Hill, with its charming colonial homes, 
and brilliant sunsets is annually vis­
ited by many. Have you been to Pop- 
ham with its old fort, and long, surf- 
pounded beach? Or to Pemaquid or 
Christmas Cove on winding roads
with sudden ocean views across fields 
and around curves.
You’ve probably read about it in 
Kenneth Roberts’ books, but have you 
yet followed the Arnold Trail along 
the beautiful Kennebec River through 
the State Capital and on to Quebec 
through rolling prosperous farm 
lands? Seeing a part of Maine is like 
sampling your first piece of good 
Maine blueberry pie; it promptly leads 
to wanting more, and so we think your 
wanderings will fortunately take you 
to the far eastern “ top” of Maine and 
the St. John River Valley, picturesque 
and lovely.
A great deal of civic energy goes 
into the planning of summer events, 
whether it be the Lobster Festival at 
Rockland, or one of the Open House 
Days. If you want to visit one of 
Maine’s coastal towns, abounding in 
history, and lovely 150-year-old homes, 
do go to the Castine Open House on 
July 22. It is the first time these 
homes and gardens have been open to 
the public. It will be a good chance, 
too, to see the Maine Maritime Acad­
emy, once Castine Normal School, and 
Dice’s Point Lighthouse, one of the 
oldest, but no longer in use. If the day 
is hot you may rest, while having tea 
on the tree shaded common, or take a 
sea breeze cooling jaunt in Penobscot 
Bay aboard the local party boat.
If you would see the products of
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Typical of the many new signs that will greet visitors to Maine this 
year at the entrances to cities arid towns is this “ Welcome” archway 
on Route One at Van Buren. Senior and Junior Chambers of Com­
merce throughout the State have been active in erecting these signs as 
part of the Maine Hospitality theme.
Maine craftsmen, there is ample op­
portunity in August, what with craft 
shows at Camden, Rockport, and 
Kingfield, and for the first time, a 
week-long Damariscotta Region Prod­
ucts Exhibit. Visits to these can well 
include extra treats like visits to the 
lovely island resort of Islesboro, or to 
Pemaquid Fort and a shore dinner or 
picnic at many coastal points. Don’t 
miss old meeting houses and churches 
like those at Head Tide, Damariscotta 
Mills, Walpole and Waldoboro.
You’ll surely want to be on hand to 
see large bluefins brought in during 
the Tuna Tournament at Boothbay 
Harbor, where you’ll find much temp­
tation to browse or go on boat trios. 
Or, if you’re near Southport, June 30- 
July 2, the New England Folk Dance
Festival promises to be colorful and 
fun.
This year, added to all its other at­
tractions, Skowhegan State Fair on 
August 18 and 19 is presenting a big 
horse show with a large out-of-state 
entry. We might point out now that 
Maine is offering more horse shows, 
dog shows, and horse racing this year 
than ever before.
If you are travelling in Maine this 
year you’ll see a lot of new things. 
Entering at Kittery, there will be the 
attractive new Maine Information 
Building and probably not far away 
one of the first of the historic sites 
markers to be erected by York County. 
In the next year or two it will become 
increasingly possible to read Maine 
history as you ride, for Maine Pub­
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licity Bureau leadership has secured 
the cooperation of several counties in 
marking historical points. It is pos­
sible for clubs or groups interested 
in marking a particular site also to 
order one of these markers, so that 
all historical and outstanding scenic 
points may be uniformly designated.
Too, you’ll find an increase in help­
ful local information offices. An at­
tractive new one greets you at Win- 
throp and where Route 302 enters 
Maine you’ll find the Western Maine 
log cabin information branch of the 
Maine Publicity Bureau.
Do visit, as you go along, Maine in­
dustries whose doors are open to you 
—textile plant salesrooms, sardine 
factories at Lubec and Eastport, fil­
leting plants in Rockland, boat yards 
along the entire coast, frozen foods 
plants in Aroostook. There is a new 
toy making concern with a salesroom 
at Van Buren, with clever, well-made 
animal rockers for youngsters. A tour 
of the big Fraser Paper Mill at Mada- 
waska is interesting, and if you use 
a metropolitan phone book, certain 
gift wrappings, or mail-order cata­
logues, you have handled their papers 
—and since 55 percent of the soda 
straw paper made comes from there, 
you are familiar with that product.
W e’ve mentioned Maine museums 
before but this time we want to tell 
you about the unique ones at Good 
Will Home for Girls and Boys (Route 
201 at Hinckley). Unusually fortu­
nate are the 150 boys and girls living 
in this complete cottage community. 
Rev. G. W. Hinckley and his son, 
Walter, encourage an appreciation of 
nature. To better study it, friends 
have helped them establish small mu­
seums.
The largest is the Bates Museum, 
which contains excellent wildlife ex­
hibits arranged in well-lighted cases 
against paintings of Maine scenes, 
typical of their habitat. Charles D. 
Hubbard, the artist, has added much 
to the displays of the Yeaton Bird 
Collection, also. There is a fine ma­
rine collection including one of the 
largest tuna ever caught. The Hill 
Mineral Collection is beautifully ar­
ranged and very extensive. One es­
pecially interesting exhibit is that of 
Indian baskets made by Passamaquod- 
dy women. One collection shows de­
signs formerly used and dyed with
native dyes. The other shows the new­
er types using synthetic dyes.
Not far from this museum is the 
Kent Dendrology Museum devoted to 
woods, and chiefly the thirty-three 
kinds of trees found at Good Will. 
Again, Hubbard paintings are effec­
tively used to show trees during the 
seasons. One of the many fine pro­
jects of the Hinckleys has been the 
planting of some 75,000 young trees 
through the years. One passes down 
“ Uncle Ed’s” road past some of these 
to the little white colonial museum 
housing the remarkable Jaehne Shell 
Collection, and on to the Hubbard 
Granite Museum containing samples 
of all Maine granites. Hubbard paint­
ings depict Maine quarries. There are 
additional collections of archeological 
interest, also antiques and Chinese 
porcelains in rooms at Averill High 
School and Moody Chapel. Also there 
is the new Merrill Handweaving 
Room. Do plan to spend a leisurely 
visit at Good Will, with the hospitable 
guidance of Walter Hinckley. The at­
mosphere, the happy looking children, 
the museums, and scenery will typify 
the best things in Maine.
There is still another museum, the 
Wilson Museum in Castine, which is 
rather unusual since it houses a large 
anthropological collection, as well as 
Indian relics and antiques. The Pen­
obscot Marine Museum at Searsport 
should appeal to all interested in 
Maine’s great shipping history. If you 
are passing through Auburn be sure 
to drop in at the Androscoggin County 
Court House. Mrs. Dorothy Pierce in 
the Treasurer’s office will be glad to 
show you the small and interesting 
historical museum there.
As you can see, the latch string is 
out and you are bound to have a good 
time!
During the past months Maine So­
cieties have been busy. We are in­
formed best on Washington and New 
York due to the vigilance of their of­
ficers.
Miss Effie Inez Wing of the Maine 
Women’s Club of New York writes 
that on May 14 the members were 
guests of the Raymond Foglers at 
Hastings-on-the-Hudson.
The Maine State Society of Wash­
ington sends its monthly Pine Tree 
State Bulletin for May, with news of
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election of new officers on April 3: 
President, Donald R. Larrabee; first 
vice-president, Robert Clark; second 
vice-president, Louis Knowles; third 
vice-president, Mrs. Frank Roche; 
corresponding secretary, Mrs. W. 
Clark Noble; recording secretary, 
Dorothy Bigelow; and treasurer, Ella 
Merrill.
Retiring president, Rep. Charles P. 
Nelson was presented with a pen and 
pencil set. Erlon S. Fogg was honored 
for his service. He retires now from 
the Federal Power Commission. Roy 
C. Haines, Senator Brewster’s secre­
tary, was reelected as the Society’s 
delegate to the Conference of State 
Society Officers. Miss Merrill re­
ported that there was a paid member­
ship of 86 but that left nearly 300 
Maine people in Washington still to 
become members. On June 3 they held 
the Spring Dance at the National 
Press Club, and the Spring Picnic 
was on May 21 at Palisades Recrea­
tion Center. The New Hampshire So­
ciety joined in the picnic, and both 
New Hampshire and Vermont Socie­
ties joined in the dance.
Following its 47th annual meeting 
at historic Fraunces Tavern, lower 
Manhattan, the Maine Society of New 
York announces the election of the fol­
lowing officers:
President, Fred S. Carver; vice 
president, William B. Smith, 2nd; 
secretary-treasurer, Frank H. Burns. 
Two new members elected to the Board 
of Trustees are A. E. Coburn and Har­
ry Marble. Other members of the 
Board are Dr. Ralph L. Barrett, Roy 
C. Blake, Mr. Burns, Mr. Carver, Carl 
K. Crosby, James C. Chilcott, Edward 
C. Hawes, Dwight E. Libby, Herbert 
M. Lord, Benjamin R. Shute, Mr. 
Smith, Ralph A. Sturges and Joseph 
C. White.
We welcomed a letter some time ago 
from Mrs. B. G. Dudley formerly of 
Milton, and now a member of the 
Pasadena Maine Society, and residing 
at 858 North Mentor Ave. Mr. Dud­
ley was born at Farmington, as was 
their son, Dr. Dudley, a Pasadena 
physician and surgeon.
News comes of the appointment on 
May 1, of Commander Linwood Per­
kins of Orono, as administrative of­
ficer of the 1000-bed U. S. Marine 
Hospital at Staten Island, N. Y. He 
is a senior sanitarian of the U. S. 
Public Health Service, whose tour of 
duty has included West Virginia, 
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Washing­
ton, D. C.
Saco native Frank A. Banks was 
recently awarded by President Tru­
man the Interior Department’s Medal 
for Distinguished Service. It was pre­
sented as part of the dedicatory pro­
gram at the Grand Coulee Dam on 
the Columbia River. A University of 
Maine graduate, Mr. Banks has spent 
most of his career with the Reclama­
tion Bureau in the West.
P. V. Roach of New York City help­
fully forwards notes on Maine na­
tives. His brother, Dr. D. S. Roach is 
practicing in Bennington, Vt. Mrs. 
William Cushman of South Portland 
now resides in White Plains, N. Y., 
and the James Merrills, formerly of 
Bucksport, also live there.
Seth Richardson, chairman of the 
President’s Loyalty Review Board is 
an Ellsworth summer resident, we re­
cently learned. Incidentally, Nils Len- 
nartson, formerly of Falmouth Fore­
side, is on the Air Force Loyalty and 
Security Board and Bangor native, 
William P. Snow, is on the State De­
partment Loyalty Board.
Eben Whitcomb, thirty years with 
the Tariff Commission, is retiring 
with his wife to their old Ellsworth 
Falls home.
Joseph K. Black, formerly of Vinal- 
haven, is superintendent for United 
Engineers and Constructors, Inc., of 
Philadelphia on construction of Wilder 
Dam in Vermont.
William Parsons, who was forester 
in charge of logging the fire-destroyed 
timber at Acadia Park, and also was 
at the Massabesic Forest in Alfred 
before that, is now with U. S. Army 
Engineers at the New Buggs Island 
Dam on the Roanoke.
We hope that many of you will drop 
in to see us this summer in Maine, and 
we are always glad to get your newsy 
items, as well as to suggest interest­
ing things to do in Maine.
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M instrelsy o f M aine
(It is with deep regret that THE PINE CONE announces the 
resignation of Sheldon Christian of Brunswick as editor of its 
Minstrelsy of Maine Department, due to pressure of other activi­
ties. Mr. Christian has assisted this publication greatly since he 
assumed the editorship of the department in 1946, giving of his 
time and service gratis in the cause of stimulating Maine artistic 
expression through poetry. His own publications include “ Poems 
About Maine: An Anthology,” and The Winged Word: A Quar­
terly Devoted to the Poetic Arts.
(We will attempt to carry on the policies set forth by Mr. 
Christian from the beginning: Poems for THE PINE CONE 
should be about Maine, or of particular interest to lovers of 
Maine. While at least minimum standards of craftsmanship will 
be required, selections will be made on the basis of reader inter­
est, rather than critical perfection. Only previously unpublished, 
or non-copyright poems should be submitted. We will not guar­
antee return of material submitted.—The Editor.)
Quiet Harbor
By Margaret K. Burgoyne
astern, and high to the northern 
sky,
Lies the land that mothered me, 
Cradled me well to its balsamed smell 
And lullaby of the sea;
Where rockweed sprawls over ledgy 
walls
Left bare by the waning tide, 
Washing out slow in a restless flow, 
Deserting its pools inside.
A pewter moon like a polished spoon 
Blends the dark pines into one;
Why, even the rain up there in Maine 
Seems to fall from gray homespun.
Lay me to rest where it’s lonesomest— 
By a quiet harbor where 
Both sky and sea in immensity 
Are blue as old willow ware.
Home
By Louise Bartlett Kidd
B y a little tidal river That widens to the sea 
Is a lonely, shabby village 
Which is always home to me.
It’s humble and deserted:
Little left, that one can see,
Of the stately ships once built there 
By the men who sailed the sea.
For the young and the ambitious 
There’s an urge to go away.
Sea and soil are hard task masters 
For those who choose to stay.
But vacation brings us home each 
year;
These days are all too few.
If you’re born in a little sea coast 
town,
It’s always calling you.
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Country School Nightfall in Maine Woods
By Clifford W esley Collins
W here birches welcome climbing boys
And bend to give them thrilling joys 
By letting dangling feet attain 
Firm footing on Maine ground again, 
And where sea-scented salty smells 
Escort the clangs of distant bells 
When breezes bring their sound in­
shore,
There stands the school’s inviting 
door.
Surrounding birch and spruce and 
pine
And near-by rocky shores combine 
To furnish scenes for every wall 
Displaying painting skills of all,
And shelves of varied books to loan, 
Expound the use of woods and stone, 
Show fields where famed potatoes 
grow,
And picture fish Maine seamen know.
The school’s attractive home-like view 
Reveals how much one room can do, 
For all its sights and sounds attest 
That oftentimes small schools are best 
For simple, sturdy steps of youth 
On paths of knowledge, beauty, truth, 
Where life both gains and is success 
Through character and usefulness!
Island Steamer
By Rosemary Clifford Trott
She makes her landfall and de­parture
Within the span of one short day;
She carries news and love and rap­
ture,
New-born babies and the bride’s bou­
quet.
She is a white-winged Viking to the 
“ sailor,”
Who never has gone far from Casco 
Bay.
She breasts tall waves that seem quite 
Lilliputian
To men who earn their bread on 
stormy seas, . . .
But to the little island congregation 
She is the life-line to the city quays.
By Doris Barbour Jordan
A  partridge drums at the edge of the wood,
A quail whistles low his beckoning 
note,
A squirrel scolds as he hides his horde. 
A gentle breeze in the tops of the pines 
Sings a lullaby in a muted tone;
A plaintive call from a nearby nest 
Says some feathered thing is sad and 
alone.
The sun sinks low in the gold-spun 
west
And the air is filled with the music of 
wings
As wandering birds fly home to rest. 
The deep, gray dusk lays a gentle 
hand
Over each soft sound and all woods’ 
things
Suddenly are stilled and one with the 
night.
God’s healing dark has cradled the 
land!
Scrub Pine
By Ina Ladd Brown
Y OUR roots are bound in stone, no nourishment
Apparent for your hunger or your 
thirst,
And yet their creeping fingers must 
have burst
A hundred pathways where your way 
was bent.
Stunted you stand, the height you 
might have reached 
On sunny, fertile soil, you seek in 
vain;
But still, though torn and twisted in 
your pain,
Your groping arms stretch up, as one 
who preached
Of fortitude and vision; though you 
bend,
One-sided, to avoid the razor edge 
Of wind and storm, that rack your 
barren ledge,
You hold your valiant spirit to the 
end.
And I, who also go a lonely way, 
Humbly salute your courage, day by 
day.
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Maine Fisherman
By Mary Lincoln Orr
Rakishly slanted above the stone wharf,
The weathered old fish-house is lean­
ing;
A necklace of buoys drips red on its 
wall:
Quaint symbols of tireless gleaning 
That double themselves in the sea.
A feather of smoke from the rusty 
flue,
Is really a signal alerting 
All neighbors who travel the clam­
shell path . . .
Where gypsy petunias go flirting 
With ragweed that runs to the sea.
And inside, the “ Captain,” mending 
his nets,
Sits placid mid gear most astounding, 
His ocean-blue eyes vision white­
winged ships,
And silvery dolphins abounding 
In long-ago days on the sea.
But now, he counts hitches while cur­
lews cry,
And thinks of each shallow and deep­
ing,
The rockweed ledges, the swift lunar 
tides,
And fish-runs that lie in his keep­
ing . .  .
Clandestine . . . his love of the sea!
Builders
By A lex R. Schmidt
npHE birds weave hidden barricades, 
A The moles dig trenches, spiders 
spin
Tough-textured, dedal ambuscades 
For strays and then shut themselves 
in.
Each worker fashions beam and truss, 
To fit his need and ease his bone, 
Tugs, hews strong timbers for his 
house,
Then bars his doors to every one.
A wood is busy with a stir 
Of day-long building, never still,
That every night each householder 
May sleep in his own domicile.
Maine Sea Captain
By Beatrice Hussey Oakes
Stalwart sons and sturdy daughters Saw light of day by Harpswell 
waters.
Such a man was Captain Gooding, 
Raised on clams and sea-moss pudding.
Blueberries within his reach 
Grew thick as pebbles on a beach.
Nature was his learned teacher, 
Better than any Brunswick preacher.
Geography was seeing, knowing,
As much a part of him as growing.
Courtship came sudden as a scud 
For the sea was pounding in his blood.
In time he took himself a wife 
Born and bred to island life,
And she rocked their son with the 
soothing sway
Of a ship at anchor in the bay.
From The 'Winged Word, copyrighted 1945 
by Sheldon Christian.
Pot-Bellied Fieater
By Mary Gustafson
T he pot-bellied heater was rusted and cracked
But it still could throw the heat, 
When to its brim the wood was 
packed—
Such warmth could never be beat!
In the Summer we stacked the wood 
in tiers
Placing it high in the shed,
While dreaming of all the wintered 
years
The stove had burned, heat-red.
I can feel the thrill as it roared its 
way
Up the chimney, the sparks that 
flew—
Higher still to the milky way,
As the night grew cheerier too.
When cold and wet from milking the 
cow,
(For the wind blew the rain behind.) 
The crackling stove made the world 
somehow
Seem better for all mankind.
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Summertime is seafood time in Maine, and there are three good 
reasons why. Both home folks and 
out-of-state visitors pick Summer’s 
lazy days for the thorough enjoyment 
of Maine’s ocean products. Seafoods 
. . . like nothing else . . . lend them­
selves to a multitude of menu selec­
tions. And Maine cooks, with genera­
tions of cooking lore behind them, turn 
out tasty dishes galore in the style 
that has made Maine famous the coun­
try over for its good “ down-east” eat­
ing.
Synonymous with the thought of 
good eating are the seafood dishes that 
Maine serves “ when company comes” 
. . . putting the bulk of the demand on 
ever-popular lobsters, crabs, clams, 
scallops and fish.
Score a point, too, for the versatility 
of Maine seafood. Any one of them, 
with a change of dress, fits every 
course of the meal . . .  up to dessert, 
and we’re working on that!
Those of us—and it’s most of us— 
who will be host this year to out-of- 
state vacationists will take justifiable 
pride in showing off our seafood 
menus. For that reason, we devote our 
summer edition of recipes to our salt­
water favorites . . . presented with 
simplicity in mind, for the cooks want 
some time for fun out of these vaca­
tions, too!
Clam Chowder
1 pt. clams 3 potatoes, cubed
1" cube salt pork, 3 tbsp. butter 
diced 1% c. water
2 onions, sliced thin 2 c. rich milk 
Salt and pepper
Fry out the salt pork slowly and cook the 
onions in it without browning for a few 
minutes. Add the cubed potatoes, clams and 
water and cook until the potatoes are done. 
Add the milk, bring to the boiling point and 
add butter and seasoning.
Baked Penobscot Salmon
Place whole cleaned salmon in a greased 
pan and pour cream over it to come halfs 
way up on fish. Cover with small pieces of 
butter or pork scraps, sprinkle with salt and 
pepper and bake in a moderate oven. Milk 
may be used, but it won’t be so luscious!
Stuffed Smelts
Clean the smelts and wipe dry. Stuff two- 
thirds full of dressing made as follows:
4 slices of bread, buttered and broken into 
small pieces, combined with
1 egg 2 small pickles, cut
% tsp. poultry fine
seasoning Milk to soften
Roll stuffed fish in crumbs, in beaten egg, 
then in crumbs again and fry in deep fat 
until golden brown.
Crab Newburg
2 c. crabmeat Salt and pepper
1 c. cream Cayenne
3 egg yolks 2 tbsp. cooking sherry 
Heat the cream and add well-beaten egg
yolks. Stir until thickened, then add crab- 
meat. When thoroughly hot add the sherry. 
Serve in ramekins.
Fish Chowder
1 lb. fish iy2 c. water
1 %" cube salt pork 2% c. milk
2 onions, sliced Butter
3 potatoes, cubed Salt and pepper
Dice the salt pork and fry until crisp and
brown. Add onions, sliced very thin, and 
cubed potatoes and fish. Add water and cook 
until tender, then add milk and bring to the 
boiling point. Add seasonings and butter 
and serve.
Baked Halibut Steak
2 c. soft bread 1 c. warm water
crumbs % c. chopped onion
1 tbsp. chopped Salt and pepper
parsley 2 tbsp. flour
2 tbsp. butter Juice of ^  lemon
2 slices halibut, 1 %" thick 
Make a dressing of the crumbs, onion, 
parsley and seasonings, adding a little water 
to hold it together. Put 1 slice of fish in a 
greased pan, cover with dressing and other 
slice of fish. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. 
Make a sauce by melting butter and adding 
flour, stirring in water gradually as mixture 
cooks. After sauce has thickened slightly, 
add lemon juice and pour sauce over fish. 
Bake in a hot oven (400° F.) for 20 minutes. 
Serve with narrow wedges of lemon.
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Crab Cakes
Crabmeat 1 egg
Bread crumbs Cream or milk
Soak bread crumbs in cream or milk, mak­
ing a thick mixture of it. Add beaten egg, 
butter and flaked crabmeat. Form into cakes 
and fry in butter or salt pork until brown.
Creamed Codfish
% lb. salt codfish 2 c. warm milk
2 tbsp. butter 4 hard-cooked eggs,
2 tbsp. flour sliced
4 c. well seasoned mashed potatoes 
Freshen the codfish in cold water, drain 
and cover again with cold water and bring 
to a boil. Drain and flake. Melt the butter 
in a double boiler, add flour and blend well. 
Add milk and cook until thickened, stirring 
constantly. Add flaked fish and eggs. Ar­
range the hot mashed potatoes around the 
edge of a platter and pour the creamed fish 
in the center. Garnish with parsley and 
paprika for color.
Baked Maine Lobster
Split open four fresh 2-lb. lobsters, re­
moving stomachs and back veins and leav­
ing all tomalley, fat and “juice.” Fill body 
cavity as full as possible with stuffing made 
as follows:
Crush 16 old-fashioned common crackers 
into fine crumbs and season with salt and 
pepper. Mix crumbs with % c. melted but- 
ter, % c. whole milk, and moisten to proper 
consistency with cooking sherry. Stir in a 
pound of fresh crabmeat.
When lobsters are stuffed, pour melted 
butter over them and sprinkle liberally with 
grated Parmesan cheese and paprika. Bake 
in a very hot oven for 20 minutes and serve 
immediately.
C rabm eat Stuffing' fo r  T om atoes. 
Peppers, L ob sters, P ou ltry
1 c. crabmeat
2 eggs
2 tbsp. butter 
1 medium onion, 
chopped
Salt and pepper
V. chopped celery 
slices bacon, 
uncooked 
c. fresh bread 
crumbs
Flake crabmeat and add eggs, slightly 
beaten. Fry in melted butter the onion, 
celery, bacon cut in small pieces and bread 
crumbs, cooking over low heat until in­
gredients are tender. Mix with crabmeat 
and add seasoning. Becommended for tur­
key, chicken, squab, baked green peppers, 
tomatoes, lobsters.
Fried Scallops
Wash 1 pint or 1 pound of scallops quick­
ly in cold water, drain and dry thoroughly. 
If they are large, cut into cubes of about % 
inch. Roll in seasoned flour, then in egg 
diluted with milk or water allowing 1 tbsp. 
liquid to each egg. Roll again in flour and 
bread crumbs (half and half) and fry in 
deep fat until golden brown, about 4 min­
utes. Place only a layer at a time in frying 
basket so that they will brown evenly. 
Serve with tartar sauce made as follows: 
1 c. mayonnaise 2 tbsp. minced onion
1 tbsp. chopped olives 1 tbsp. chopped
2 tbsp. chopped parsley
pickle (sweet)
Mix sauce just before serving. Sauce will 
serve 6 or 8, scallops in this quantity, four.
Shrimp Cocktail
Put 1 tbsp. of cocktail sauce in bottom of 
each glass. Add 3 chilled shrimp, another 
tablespoon of sauce, then fill glass to brim 
with shrimp and cover with sauce. Serve 
with lemon wedges.
Sauce
% c. ketchup 10 drops tabasco
2 to 4 tbsp. sauce
horseradish 1 tbsp. Worcester -
2 tbsp. lemon juice shire sauce
% tsp. salt 
Mix ingredients.
Lobster Delight
2 c. lobster meat 3 tbsp. oil or melted
1 tbsp. minced onion shortening
3 tbsp. chopped % clove garlic
green pepper y2 c. tomato juice
^  c. white wine Nutmeg
Cayenne
Break up lobster meat and brown lightly 
in hot fat. Add onion, garlic and chopped 
green pepper. Fry gently for 6 minutes, stir­
ring in seasonings, then add tomato juice 
and wine. Stir until well mixed and heat 
thoroughly. Serve with boiled rice and a 
green salad.
Clamburgers
1 pt. clams, chopped 1 c. cracker crumbs
fine 1 tsp. salt
1 egg, well beaten % tsp. pepper
Combine ingredients in order given and
mix well. Form into round flat cakes and 
fry in hot fat about 1 inch deep. Drain and 
serve hot, either plain with potato chips or 
sticks, or on buns, hamburger-fashion.
Halibut Loaf with Lobster Sauce
2 c. cream or top 1 tbsp. butter
milk Salt and celery salt
2% c. soft bread 1 lb. chopped raw 
crumbs halibut
4 egg whites
Scald milk or cream, add bread crumbs, 
butter, salt and celery salt. Add chopped 
halibut and mix well. Cook gently until 
thoroughly heated. Fold in the stiffly beaten 
egg whites. Place in a greased casserole or 
loaf pan and set in a pan of hot water. 
Bake in a moderately hot oven (350°-375° 
F.) for 1 to 1% hours.
Serve sliced with lobster sauce made as 
follows:
3 tbsp. butter 1 c. milk
3 tbsp. flour % c. cream
1 tsp. salt 1 to iy2 c. cooked
% tsp. pepper lobster meat, broken
Melt butter, add flour and seasonings and 
stir steadily until blended. Add gradually 
milk and cream and simmer for two minutes. 
Add chunks of lobster meat and heat 
through. Do not boil.
Crab-Macaroni Salad
1 8-oz. pkg. macaroni 3 hard-cooked eggs
2 to 2% c. fresh 
crabmeat 
% c. shredded 
cabbage
1 c. grated carrots 
1 c. diced cucumber
*4 c. onion, chopped 
1 small jar pimientos, 
sliced thin 
y2 c. chopped green 
pepper
1 c. diced celery
Boil macaroni rapidly, drain well and 
chill. Combine thoroughly flaked crabmeat 
with the macaroni, cabbage, carrots, cucum­
ber, celery, onion, green pepper, pimiento 
and sliced eggs. Season to taste, mix with 
mayonnaise or boiled salad dressing. Gar­
nish with wedges of tomato and sliced 
radishes. Chill at least one-half hour.
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Crab or Lobster Cutlets
2^  tbsp. butter 
1/3 c. flour 
1 c. warm milk 
1 egg yolk 
y2 tsp. salt
% tsp. pepper 
2 c. cooked lobster 
meat or fresh 
crabmeat
IV2 tbsp. lemon juice
Melt butter, add flour, blend well. Add 
milk and heat to boiling point, stirring con­
stantly. Add egg yolk, seasoning, lemon 
juice and fish. Spread on plate to cool. 
When cold, shape into cutlets. Dip into 
finely ground bread crumbs, then in beaten 
egg, in crumbs again. Pry for 1 minute in 
hot deep fat. Serve with mashed potatoes 
and green peas.
Baked Scallops
1 onion
1 green pepper 
6 stalks celery 
6 mushrooms
1 pint scallops
2 c. cream sauce,
1 can mushroom 
soup seasoned with 
salt, paprika, lemon 
juice
Grated cheese 
or 2 tbsp. butter
Cut onion, pepper, celery and mushrooms 
into small pieces and cook until tender in 
melted butter. To this add scallops and 
warm thoroughly over low heat. Pour in 
heated cream sauce or soup and mix gently. 
Pour into well buttered baking dish and top 
with buttered crumbs or crushed potato 
chips and a generous layer of grated sharp 
cheese. Baked in a moderate oven for about 
a half hour until golden brown.
Maine Shrimp Puffs
2 c. flour 1 c. milk
Vi tsp. salt % lb. shrimp, cleaned
3 tsp. baking powder and chopped fine 
1 egg
Sift together flour, salt and baking pow­
der. Beat egg thoroughly and add to milk 
and shrimp. Stir into the flour mixture and 
mix thoroughly. Drop by spoonfuls into hot 
deep fat and fry until lightly browned. 
Lobster or crabmeat may be substituted for 
shrimp.
Scallop Cakes
1 pint scallops 2 tsp. baking powder
2 eggs Milk
2 c. flour Salt and pepper
Cut scallops if they are large and parboil 
them. Cut fine. Beat eggs slightly, add 
flour into which baking powder has been 
sifted. Mix with enough milk to make a 
batter that will drop easily from a spoon. 
Beat well and add scallops. Drop by spoon­
fuls into %-inch deep fat. Sprinkle with 
seasonings, brown and turn.
Clam Pie
2 c. clams 2 eggs
1/3 c. clam liquor 1 c. milk 
2 tbsp. melted butter Salt and pepper 
2/3 c. cracker crumbs Pastry
Clean and drain clams and chop fine. Beat 
the eggs well and add the other ingredients. 
Line a deep pie dish with pastry, pour in 
the clam mixture. Cover with an upper 
crust, seal closely around edges and pierce 
in several places with a knife. Bake in a 
moderate oven for about an hour until nice­
ly browned.
Lobster Stew
2 lb. lobster 3 c. milk
Butter 1 c. cream
Boil the lobster and remove the meat. Cut
into cubes and fry in butter until lightly 
browned. Scald the milk, add to lobster and 
cook slowly for about five minutes. Add 
cream and bring to a boil. Do not allow to 
boil, however. Add salt and pepper to taste, 
paprika to heighten color.
Sheepscot Bay Mackerel
1 large onion tsp. minced thyme
1 large carrot 1 bay leaf
lA green pepper 2 mackerel (2-lb. size)
% c. vinegar y2 tsp. salt
1 tbsp. chopped 
parsley
Make a sauce by chopping onion, carrot 
and pepper until fine and adding vinegar. 
When thoroughly mixed add salt, parsley, 
thyme and bay leaf. Simmer for 20 min­
utes, then remove bay leaf. Put mackerel 
in a greased pan, pour sauce over fish and 
bake in a hot oven for about a half hour. 
In place of large mackerel, 4 smaller ones 
weighing % to 1 lb. may be used, or 8 tinker 
mackerel.
Broiled Sardines
Vs c. butter 1 c. heated milk
Yu c. bacon fat Salt and pepper
% c. soft bread 1 can sardines 
crumbs
2 eggs, hard cooked 
and chopped 
paprika
Buttered toast
Melt butter and bacon fat in top of double 
boiler. Add crumbs and milk and heat thor­
oughly. Add eggs and season with salt and 
pepper. Broil sardines for about five min­
utes, arrange on toast and cover with sauce. 
Sprinkle with paprika.
Creamed Mussels
3 tbsp. butter % tsp. salt
3 tbsp. flour y2 tsp. paprika
1 c. mussel liquor 1 tbsp. lemon juice 
1 c. milk, scalded 2 c. sea mussels
Blend smoothly butter and flour over low 
heat. Slowly add mussel liquor and bring 
to a boil, stirring constantly. Add milk and 
bring to boiling point again, stirring fre­
quently. Season, stir in mussels which have 
been marinated in lemon juice. Heat thor­
oughly and serve on toast or in patty shells.
June L. Maxfield, assistant in the 
advertising department of the Union 
Mutual Life Insurance Company, 
Portland, completes her fifth year as 
a contributor to the PINE CONE. Her 
source is the file of old Maine recipes 
which the company maintains in its 
historical files, plus old family favor­
ites sent to her by readers.
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Departure
B
B y  H arold  W il l a r d  G l e a s o n
C a c h e d  in the sheltered cove his schooner lay . 
“ This is the day!” he thought. “ This is the day!” 
Then climbed the ladder up her bleaching side 
Painfully, slowly. Still she was his pride,
Though home forever from the restless sea;
And daily still, though close on ninety-three,
He climbed aboard, with wistful hands to feel 
The storm-tried hand-grips of her sturdy wheel.
Now, as he braced his feet on the sloping deck, |
He saw Joe Tibbetts— in  th e  M a rth a ’s w r e c k  §
j§ O ff S able, hadn ’ t p o o r  old J oe b een  d r o w n e d ?—  |
| Manning the jib-sheets . . . grinning, weather-browned, | 
| There at the forestay, that was George McGill! |
1 — H a d n ’ t he d ied  o f  f e v e r  in  B ra z il?  3
I  p
i  “ Deaths must be dreams,” he thought. “ T his is th e  | I  d a y !”  |
i  Smiling, the captain cleared the landlocked bay . . .  |
(The above poem, by Harold Willard Gleason of In­
dian Point Farm, Ellsworth, Maine, recently won third 
prize in a world-wide Marine Poetry Contest sponsored 
by the Seamen’s Church Institute of New York and is 
reprinted by permission of that organization. Mr. 
Gleason is head of the English Department at Kings- 
wood School, West Hartford, Conn., and his verse has 
appeared in many magazines and newspapers.)
K a t a h d i n
B y  W . W . W oo d w ard
Ka t a h d in  rears its mighty crown Above its forest throne,Its massive peaks are boulder strewn 
And calm almost unknown.
Eternal strife of wind and rain 
Of hail and sleet and snow 
Roar up and down its canyons vast 
From morn to sunset’s glow.
With rugged face of granite gray 
Cleft deep with vein and seam 
It overlooks its vast domain 
Of forest, lake and stream.
Its shoulders draped in vaporous clouds 
None doubts its right to reign 
In mighty majesty it stands,
A monarch over Maine.
